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Abstract

To every maximal torus T of a connected reductive group G defined
over a local field F we associate a canonical double cover T (F )± of the
topological group T (F ) of its F -rational points. We further associate an L-
group LT± to this double cover and establish a natural bijection between
L-parameters valued in LT± and genuine characters of T (F )±. There is
a canonical L-embedding LT± → LG. We interpret from this point of
view the non-canonical embeddings LT → LG constructed by Langlands-
Shelstad in [LS87], the Harish-Chandra character formulas for regular su-
percuspidal representations of [Kala], and their L-parameters. We then
extend our observations to twisted Levi subgroups of G. This generalizes
previous work of Adams-Vogan [AV92] for F = R.
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1 INTRODUCTION

LetG be a connected reductive group defined over a local field F and let T ⊂ G
be a maximal torus. Let T̂ and Ĝ be the corresponding dual groups, defined
over C, and equipped with algebraic actions of the absolute Galois group Γ

of F . There is a canonical Ĝ-conjugacy class of embeddings T̂ → Ĝ. This
conjugacy class is Γ-invariant, but need not contain a Γ-invariant member. A
natural question is whether a member of this conjugacy class can be extended
to an L-embedding T̂ o Γ → Ĝ o Γ between the Galois forms of the corre-
sponding L-groups, and whether a canonical such extension exists. Interest in
this question comes from the local Langlands correspondence, which describes
representations of G(F ) in terms of objects associated to Ĝo Γ.

In some cases the answer to the existence question is negative. For example,
when F = R, G = PGL2, and T is anisotropic, such an embedding would have
to take image in the normalizer of a maximal torus of SL2(C), which is a non-
split extension of C× by Z/2Z, while T̂ o Γ is the split such extension. In other
cases the answer to the existence question is positive, but there is no natural
choice.

Langlands observed that if one replaces T̂ o Γ by T̂ o WF , where WF is
the absolute Weil group of F , then the answer to the existence question is al-
ways positive [Lan79, Lemma 4]. This existence result was later strenghtened
by Langlands-Shelstad, who gave an explicit construction of an L-embedding
T̂ o WF → Ĝ o WF based on their concept of χ-data [LS87, §2.5,§2.6]. This
construction was initially motivated by the study of endoscopic transfer fac-
tors [LS87], but has since found other uses as well, for example in explicit con-
structions of the local Langlands correspondence and in the description of the
Harish-Chandra characters of supercuspidal representations [Kala]. The group
T̂ oWF is called the Weil-form of the L-group of T , and the usage of the Weil
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form of the L-group has now become commonplace due to this phenomenon,
since replacing Ĝo Γ by ĜoWF has no deterimental effects on other parts of
the theory.

While χ-data played a merely technical (albeit rather important) role in
[LS87], its applications in [Kala] raise the question of finding a better under-
standing of its nature. Indeed, an L-embedding LT → LG (now between the
Weil forms of the L-groups) embodies functorial transfer of representations
from T (F ) to G(F ). All discrete series representations of real groups and most
supercuspidal representations of p-adic groups arise from such transfer. Since
the transfer depends on the particular choice of L-embedding, this makes un-
derstanding the nature of such embeddings important.

Over the real numbers Shelstad studied in [She81] L-embeddings LT →
LG, and more generally LH → LG for endoscopic groupsH . She observed that
to specify an L-embedding LT → LG it is enough to choose a Borel subgroup
defined over C containing T . From the point of view of χ-data this is expressed
by the existence of a natural choice, which Shelstad calls “based” in [She08, §9],
associated to such a Borel subgroup. Unfortunately, over non-archimedean
fields such a natural choice does not exist.

A different point of view emerges from the work of Adams and Vogan
[AV92], [Ada91], [AV16], which introduces the concept of the ρ-cover of a max-
imal torus of a real reductive group. There is an associated L-group, which is a
(usually) non-split extension of the dual torus by the Galois group, and there-
fore not isomorphic to the L-group of the torus itself. Emphasizing this fact,
Adams and Vogan call it an “E-group”. The ρ-cover and its L-group make the
statement of the Harish-Chandara character formula for discrete series repre-
sentations, as well as the construction of the local Langlands correspondence,
more transparent. More recently, a slight variation of the ρ-cover has emerged,
the so called ρi-cover, which makes constructions even more natural and has
become the preferred device [AvLTV]. Its relationship to the ρ-cover is simple
and explored in [Ada11, §3].

In this paper we introduce a double cover of the group of rational points
of any algebraic torus defined over a local field and equipped with a certain
finite subset of its character module (an essential example being the root system
of an ambient reductive group). Unlike the ρi-cover of Adams-Vogan, which
is of algebraic nature, the cover introduced here is of Galois-theoretic nature.
Nevertheless, over the real numbers it recovers the ρi-cover.

We further define an L-group for our double cover – it is a (usually) non-
split extension of the absolute Galois group of F (in fact already of the Galois
group of the splitting extension) by the dual torus – and prove a local Lang-
lands correspondence, i.e. a bijection between the set of L-parameters valued
in this L-group and the set of genuine characters of the double cover. The com-
putations involved in the proof are all contained in [LS87]. Therefore, this part
of the paper can be seen as a reinterpretation of computations made in [LS87].
We hope that the point of view introduced here illuminates the conceptual sig-
nificance of these computations.
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Let us return to the setting of a maximal torus T in a connected reductive
group G over F . The root system of G leads by our general construction to a
double cover T (F )± of T (F ) with a corresponding L-group LT±. It turns out
that there is a canonical Ĝ-conjugacy class of L-embeddings LT± → LG. Here
one can take either Galois forms or Weil forms for theL-groups; it makes no dif-
ference. For varying elliptic maximal tori T inG these embeddings can be used
to factor regular (or more generally torally wild) supercuspidal L-parameters
for G to L-parameters for T (F )± when F is non-archimedean, rather in anal-
ogy with the case of discrete series parameters when F = R. Therefore such
L-parameters forG correspond canonically to genuine characters of T (F )±. At
the same time, a genuine character of T (F )± leads in a natural way to a Harish-
Chandra character formula, and hence to a supercuspidal representation of
G(F ). These considerations eliminate the use of χ-data in the constructions of
the local Langlands correspondence from [Kala] and [Kalb]. In a similar way,
the use of χ-data from the constructions of endoscopic transfer factors can be
eliminated.

How does χ-data and the Langlands-Shelstad construction of an L-embed-
ding LT → LG fit into this point of view? First, χ-data is used as a techni-
cal device in the proof of the local Langlands correspondence for the double
cover T (F )±. More precisely, a choice of χ-data leads to a genuine character
of T (F )±, as well as to a Langlands parameter for T (F )±. Any other genuine
character is given as a product of this particular genuine character and a char-
acter inflated from T (F ). The analogous statement is true for parameters. This
establishes the correspondence, and one shows that a different choice of χ-data
leads to the same correspondence.

Second, while the Galois form of LT± can be a non-split extension of Γ by
T̂ , its pull-back along WF → Γ, i.e. the Weil form of LT±, is always split,
albeit non-canonically. A choice of χ-data provides a splitting, and hence an L-
isomorphism LT → LT±. Composed with the canonical L-embedding LT± →
LG this recovers the Langlands-Shelstad L-embedding associated to this χ-
data.

We generalize our investigation from maximal tori to twisted Levi sub-
groups. These are connected reductive subgroups of G defined over F that
are Levi components of parabolic subgroups defined over some field exten-
sion of F . In particular, any maximal torus is a twisted Levi subgroup. We
show that the Langlands-Shelstad construction can be used to obtain an L-
embedding LM → LG for any twisted Levi subgroup in terms of χ-data for a
suitable finite set derived from the root system of G. We then show that M(F )
possesses a canonical double cover M(F )±, construct an L-group LM± that
is again a (usually) non-split extension of Γ by M̂ , show how an assumed lo-
cal Langlands correspondence for M(F ) easily implies such a correspondence
for genuine representations of M(F )±, and show that LM± has a canonical
embedding into LG. These considerations are motivated by the study of super-
cuspidal representations of p-adic groups, which naturally arise in an inductive
fashion from twisted Levi subgroups [Yu01]. We hope they lay the groundwork
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for the study of general functorial transfer from twisted Levi subgroups.
The local Langlands correspondence for tori is functorial. It is therefore

natural to ask if the correspondence for our double covers is also functorial.
Even formulating this question appropriately is not completely straightfor-
ward, since the double cover depends on a subset of the character module
that satisfies certain properties. In this paper we formulate and prove one in-
stance of such functoriality. It is needed in the study of how an L-embedding
LT → LG factors through the L-group of a twisted Levi subgroup. The latter
is in turn needed for the construction of the local Langlands correspondence in
[Kalb]. The proof of this instance of functoriality is rather technical and while it
can be stated purely in terms of χ-data and without mention of double covers,
we would have had no reason to believe that it is true and attempt to prove it,
had it not been for the point of view that the double covers introduce. In fact,
the study of how LT → LG factors through a twisted Levi subgroup was the
initial motivation that lead to this paper.

In 2008 Benedict Gross circulated privately a set of hand-written notes titled
“Groups of type L”, in which he made some observations about covers of tori
over local fields and their L-groups. These observations work well for tori S
for which the norm map S(E)→ S(F ) is surjective, where E/F is the splitting
extension of S. While this condition is quite restrictive, it is fulfilled in a very
important special case – one-dimensional anisotropic tori. In Appendix B we
have included some material from these notes and some further discussion, in
the hope of shedding new light on some of the formulas appearing in [LS87]
and on our definition of the L-group of the double cover and the correspond-
ing Langlands parameters.

Acknowledgements: The author thanks Jeff Adams for drawing attention
to the problem of embedding the L-group of a maximal torus into the L-group
of the ambient reductive group and to its elegant solution in the real case via
the ρ-cover.

2 NOTATION

Throughout the paper F will denote a local field of arbitrary characteristic, F s

a separable closure, Γ or ΓF the absolute Galois group of F s/F , W or WF the
Weil group, and Σ = Γ× {±1}. We let Σ act on F s with {±1} acting trivially.

Given an algebraic torus S defined over F we shall denote by X∗(S) and
X∗(S) its character and co-character modules. These are Σ-modules, with Γ
acting in accordance with the F -structure of S, and {±1} acting by multiplica-
tion. Recall that a Σ-orbitO ⊂ X∗(S) is called symmetric if it is a single Γ-orbit,
and asymmetric if it is the disjoint union of two Γ-orbits. For any α ∈ X∗(S)
we have Γα = Stab(α,Γ), Γ±α = Stab({±α},Γ), Fα = (F s)Γα , F±α = (F s)Γ±α .
We introduce Σα and Σ±α analogously. Thus O is symmetric if and only if
for one, hence any, α ∈ O, one has [Fα : F±α] = 2. We may then call each
α ∈ O symmetric. When F is archimedean a symmetric α is traditionally called
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“imaginary”. When F is non-archimedean a symmetric α is called ramified or
unramified depending on whether the quadratic extension Fα/F±α is ramified
or unramified.

For a Σ-invariant subset R ⊂ X∗(S) we have the Σ-invariant decomposi-
tion R = Rsym ∪Rasym into the subsets of symmetric and asymmetric elements,
respectively.

For α ∈ Rsym we denote by κα the non-trivial homomorphisms Γ±α/Γα →
{±1} and F×±α/NFα/F±α(F×α )→ {±1}. We denote by τα the non-trivial element
of Γ±α/Γα. We denote by Z(−1) the abelian group Z on which Γ±α/Γα acts by
multiplication by κα. We denote by C×(−1) the abelian group C× with Γ±α/Γα-
action where τα acts by inversion. We denote by F 1

α the kernel of the norm
homomorphism NFα/F±α : F×α → F×±α.

3 THE DOUBLE COVER

3.1 Construction

Let S be an algebraic torus defined over F . Assume given a finite Σ-invariant
subset 0 /∈ R ⊂ X∗(S). Given this data we will define a double cover

1→ {±1} → S(F )± → S(F )→ 1. (3.1)

When we want to emphasize the datum R we shall write S(F )R in place of
S(F )±.

We begin by defining for any Σ-orbit O ⊂ R an algebraic torus SO and a
morphism S → SO, both defined over F . In fact, we are simply recalling a
construction present in the proofs of Lemmas 3.2.D and 3.3.C of [LS87].

First, let O be asymmetric. Choose α ∈ O and let Sα = ResFα/FGm, so
that X∗(Sα) = IndΓ

ΓαZ. We have Sα(F ) = F×α . The Γα-equivariant morphism
Z→ X∗(S) given by n 7→ nα specifies, by Frobenius reciprocity as reviewed in
Appendix A, a Γ-equivariant morphism X∗(Sα) → X∗(S), given explicitly by
f 7→

∑
τ∈Γα\Γ f(τ)τ−1α. Another β ∈ O is of the form β = ετα for some τ ∈ Γ,

whose coset in Γ/Γα is unique, and a unique ε ∈ {±1}. The map fα 7→ fβ
given by fβ(x) = εfα(τ−1x) is an isomorphism X∗(Sα)→ X∗(Sβ), depending
only on α and β, and identifying the two morphisms to X∗(S). Taking the
inverse limit over all α ∈ O we obtain the torus SO and the morphism S → SO.
An element of SO(F ) is a collection (γα)α∈O, with γα ∈ F×α , subject to γετα =
τ(γα)ε.

Now let O by symmetric. Choose α ∈ O. Let Res1
Fα/F±αGm be the unique

one-dimensional anisotropic torus defined over F±α and split over Fα. Its char-
acter module is the Γ±α-module Z(−1). Let Sα = ResF±α/FRes1

Fα/F±αGm, so
that

X∗(Sα) = IndΓ
Γ±αZ(−1) = {f : Γ→ Z|∀σ ∈ Γ±α : f(στ) = κα(σ)f(τ)}.

In particular, an element f is constant on Γα-cosets. We have Sα(F ) = F 1
α.
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The Γ±α-equivariant morphism Z(−1) → X∗(S) given by n 7→ nα specifies,
again by Frobenius reciprocity, a Γ-equivariant morphism X∗(Sα) → X∗(S),
given again explicitly by f 7→

∑
τ∈Γ±α\Γ f(τ)τ−1α. Another β ∈ O is of the

form β = τα for τ ∈ Γ whose coset in Γ/Γα is unique. Then Γ±β = τΓ±ατ
−1

and the analogous statement holds for Γβ . Hence κβ = κα ◦ Ad(τ) and thus
fα 7→ fβ with fβ(x) = fα(τ−1x) provides again an isomorphism X∗(Sα) →
X∗(Sβ) that depends only on α and β and identifies the two morphisms to
X∗(S). Taking the inverse limit over all α ∈ O we again obtain a torus SO
together with a morphism S → SO defined over F . An element of SO(F ) is a
collection (γα)α∈O of γα ∈ F 1

α satisfying γσα = σ(γα).
We have thus defined, for each Σ-orbit O ⊂ R, a torus SO and a morphism

S → SO, both defined over F . Next we define a double cover SO(F )± of the
topological group SO(F ). When O is asymmetric we take the canonical split
cover SO(F )± = SO(F )×{±1}. When O is symmetric we choose again α ∈ O.
The map F×α → F 1

α sending x to x/τα(x) leads to the double cover

1→
F×±α

NF×α /F×±α
(F×α )

→ F×α
NF×α /F×±α

(F×α )
→ F 1

α → 1.

Using the identification Sα(F ) = F 1
α and pusing out by the sign character κα :

F×±α/NF×α /F×±α
(F×α )→ {±1}we obtain a double cover

1→ {±1} → Sα(F )± → Sα(F )→ 1.

It is easy to see that the transition isomorphism Sα → Sβ for any pair α, β ∈
O lifts naturally to a transition isomorphism Sα(F )± → Sβ(F )±; it is simply
given by τ : F×α → F×β for the unique τ ∈ Γ/Γα satisfying τα = β. Taking the
limit we therefore obtain a double cover

1→ {±1} → SO(F )± → SO(F )→ 1.

Remark 3.1. Assume that O is symmetric. The double cover SO(F )± is split if
and only if the canonical character κα : F×±α/NF×α /F×±α

(F×α )→ {±1} can be ex-
tended to a character F×α /NF×α /F×±α(F×α )→ {±1}. When F is non-archimedean
and Fα/F±α is unramified there is a canonical such extension, so the cover
SO(F )± splits canonically. When F is non-archimedean, Fα/F±α is ramified,
and the size qα of the residue field of Fα is congruent to 1 modulo 4, then such
an extension does exist, but there is no canonical choice, so the cover SO(F )±
splits non-canonically. When F is non-archimedean, Fα/F±α is ramified, and
qα is congruent to 3 modulo 4, or when F = R, then there is no such extension,
so the cover SO(F )± does not split. �

Remark 3.2. The pull-back of the double cover SO(F )± → SO(F ) along the
squaring map SO(F ) → SO(F ) is canonically split. Indeed, it is enough to
treat the case of symmetric O, in which case we choose α ∈ O and present this
pull-back as

{(x, y)|x ∈ F 1
α, y ∈ F×α /NFα/F±α(F×α ), x2 = y/τ(y)}.
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The splitting of the map (x, y) 7→ x is given by x 7→ (x, x). �

We define an extension of S(F ) by
∏
{±1}, where the product runs over

the set of Σ-orbits in R, as the pull-back of S(F ) →
∏
SO(F ) ←

∏
SO(F )±.

We then push out this extension along the multiplication morphism
∏
{±1} →

{±1} to obtain the double cover (3.1).

Remark 3.3. There are some situations in which the cover S(F )± splits canon-
ically, i.e. there is a canonical identification S(F )± = S(F )× {±1}.

1. If all elements of R are asymmetric, then S(F )± splits canonically. This is
because each SO(F )± is by definition the canonical split extension.

2. More generally, if every symmetric element ofR is divisible by 2 inX∗(S),
then S(F )± splits canonically. This follows from Remark 3.2 and the fact
that the morphism S → SO factors through the squaring map SO → SO
for each symmetric O.

3. If F is non-archimedean and all symmetric elements ofR are unramified,
then S(F )± splits canonically. This follows from Remark 3.1.

�

Remark 3.4. An element of S(F )± can be represented non-uniquely by a tuple
(γ, ε, (δα)α∈Rsym), where γ ∈ S(F ), ε ∈ {±1}, and δα ∈ F×α satisfy δσα = σ(δα)
and δα/δ−α = α(γ) for all σ ∈ Γ and α ∈ Rsym. Note that δ−α = τα(δα). An-
other such collection representing the same element is of the form (γ, η · ε, (ηα ·
δα)α∈Rsym), for ηα ∈ F×±α with ησα = σ(ηα), and η =

∏
α∈Rsym/Γ

κα(ηα). The
unique non-trivial element ε = −1 in the kernel of S(F )± → S(F ) is repre-
sented by (1,−1, (1)).

The above presentation is valid without assuming that R has symmetric
elements. If we do make this assumption, we can make the more economical
presentation of elements of S(F )± by tuples (γ, (δα)α∈Rsym), where γ ∈ S(F )
and δα ∈ F×α satisfy δσα = σ(δα) and δα/δ−α = α(γ) for all σ ∈ Γ and α ∈ Rsym.
Another such collection represents the same element if and only if it is of the
form (γ, (ηα ·δα)α∈Rsym) for ηα ∈ F×±α with ησα = σ(ηα) and

∏
α∈Rsym/Γ

κα(ηα) =

1. The unique non-trivial element ε = −1 in the kernel of S(F )± → S(F ) is
now represented by (1, (ηα)α∈Rsym), where ηα ∈ F×±α satisfies ησα = σ(ηα) and∏
α∈Rsym/Γ

κα(ηα) = −1.
Given an economical presentation (γ, (δα)α∈Rsym) we obtain the non-eco-

nomical presentation (γ, 1, (δα)α∈Rsym). �

3.2 χ-data and genuine characters

We continue with an algebraic torus S defined over F and a finite Σ-invariant
subset 0 /∈ R ⊂ X∗(S). We recall here the notions of χ-data and ζ-data intro-
duced in [LS87]; see [LS87, §2.5] and [Kala, Definition 4.6.4]. A set of χ-data
consists of a character χα : F×α → C× for each α ∈ R. This set satisfies
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1. χσα = χα ◦ σ−1 for all σ ∈ Γ;

2. χ−α = χ−1
α ;

3. χα|F×±α = κα when α is symmetric.

A set of ζ-data consists of a character ζα : F×α → C× for each α in R and this
set satisfies conditions 1 and 2 above, but in place of 3 it satisfieds ζα|F×±α = 1

when α is symmetric.
We now recall from the proof of [LS87, Lemma 3.5.A] how a set of ζ-data

leads to a character ζS : S(F )→ C× and use this as a motivation to show how a
set of χ-data leads to a genuine character of the double cover S(F )±. Let (ζα)α
be a set of ζ-data. For each Σ-orbit O in R define a character ζO : SO(F )→ C×
as follows. Choosing α ∈ O we obtain an identification SO = Sα. If O is
asymmetric let ζO = ζα. If O is symmetric ζO be the composition of ζα with
the isomorphism F×α /F

×
±α
∼= F 1

α = SO(F ) sending x ∈ F×α to x/τα(x). In
both cases it is straightforward to check that ζO depends only on O and not
on the choice of α. Define ζS to be the pull-back of

∏
O ζO under the map

S(F ) →
∏
O SO(F ), where the products run over the set of Σ-orbits in R. This

is the character of [Kala, Definition 4.6.5].
Let now (χα)α be a set of χ-data. We construct a genuine character χS :

S(F )± → C× as follows. Let O ⊂ R be a Σ-orbit. Choose α ∈ O and obtain an
identification SO = Sα. If O is asymmetric then define χO = χα as a character
of SO(F ) = F×α and extend it to a genuine character of SO(F )± in the unique
way. If O is symmetric then we have the commutative diagram

1

��

1

��

1

��
{±1}

��

{±1}

��

F×±α/NFα/F±α(F×α )

��

κα
oo

SO(F )±

��

Sα(F )±

��

F×α /NFα/F±α(F×α )oo

��
SO(F )

��

Sα(F )

��

F 1
α F×α /F

×
±α

oo

��
1 1 1

in which the columns are exact and the horizontal maps are isomorphisms. We
let χO be the character of SO(F )± that is the composition of χα with the middle
horizontal isomorphism. It is a genuine character of the double cover SO(F )±
of SO(F ). The product

∏
O χO is a character of

∏
O SO(F )± whose restriction

to
∏
O{±1} kills the kernel of the multiplication map

∏
O{±1} → {±1} and

therefore pulls back to a genunine character of S(F )±.
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Definition 3.5. Let χS : S(F )± → C× denote the character just constructed. �

Fact 3.6. If (χα) and (ζα) are sets of χ-data and ζ-data for R, respectively, and
χS : S(F )± → C× and ζS : S(F )→ C× are the corresponding characters, then
(χα · ζα) is another set of χ-data and we have

(χ · ζ)S = χS · ζS .

�

Proof. Left to the reader. �

3.3 The L-group

We continue with an algebraic torus S defined over F and a finite Σ-invariant
subset 0 /∈ R ⊂ X∗(S). Let E/F be the splitting extension of S. We shall define
the L-group of the double cover S(F )±, first in its Galois form. This will be an
extension of ΓE/F by Ŝ, usually not split, and unique up to isomorphism that
is unique up to conjugation by Ŝ.

Recall the concept of a gauge from [LS87]. It is a function p : R → {±1}
having the property p(−α) = −p(α).

Remark 3.7. A gauge need not be Γ-invariant. In fact, a Γ-invariant gauge
exists if and only if all elements of R are asymmetric. �

Definition 3.8. The Tits cocycle corresponding to p is tp ∈ Z2(ΓE/F , Ŝ) defined
by tp(σ, τ) = (−1)λp(σ,τ), where λp(σ, τ) ∈ X∗(S) = X∗(Ŝ) is the sum of the
elements of the subset Λp(σ, τ) ⊂ R defined as

{α ∈ R|p(α) = +1, p(σ−1α) = −1, p((στ)−1α) = +1}.

�

It is shown in [LS87, Lemmas 2.1.B] that tp is indeed a 2-cocycle. According
to [LS87, Lemma 2.1.C] the cohomology class of tp is independent of the choice
of gauge p. In fact, according to [LS87, Lemma 2.4.A] there is a canonical co-
chain sp/q ∈ C1(ΓE/F , Ŝ) for two gauges p, q : R → {±1} with the property
tp/tq = ∂sp/q . We recall its definition: sp/q(σ) = (−1)µp/q(σ), where µp/q(σ) ∈
X∗(S) is the sum of the elements of the subset Mp/q(σ) ⊂ R defined as the
disjoint union of

{α ∈ R|p(α) = +1, p(σ−1α) = −1, q(α) = q(σ−1α) = +1}

and
{α ∈ R|p(α) = p(σ−1α) = +1, q(α) = −1, q(σ−1α) = +1}.

Finally, [LS87, Lemma 2.4.B] shows that for three gauges p, q, r the 1-cochains
sp/q and sq/p are cohomologous, and the 1-cochains sp/q · sq/r and sp/r are
cohomologous.
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After these preparations we now define theL-group of S(F )± as the twisted
product Ŝ �tp ΓE/F with respect to an arbitrary choice of gauge p : R → {±1}
and note that modulo conjugation by Ŝ this is independent of the choice of p.
More formally we note that to specify an extension of ΓE/F by Ŝ that is unique
up to isomorphism that in turn is unique up to conjugation by Ŝ is the same as
to specify an object, unique up to unique isomorphism, in the category whose
objects are extensions of ΓE/F by complex tori, and the set of morphisms from
the object 1→ T̂1 → T1 → ΓE/F → 1 to the object 1→ T̂2 → T2 → ΓE/F → 1 is
the set of T̂2-conjugacy classes of morphisms of extensions.

Definition 3.9. The Galois form of the L-group LS± is the inverse limit, in the
above category, of the system of extensions LS(p)

± = Ŝ �tp ΓE/F , one for each
gauge p : R → {±1}, with transition isomorphisms defined for any pair of
gauges p, q by

ξp,q : LS
(p)
± → LS

(q)
± , s� σ 7→ s · sp/q � σ.

The Weil form of the L-group is the pull-back along WE/F → ΓE/F of the Galois
form. �

Remark 3.10. We can also consider the absolute Galois and Weil forms of the
L-group, by pulling back along the projections Γ→ ΓE/F and W →WE/F .

The Galois form of the L-group can often be a non-split extension of Γ by
Ŝ. The Weil form, on the other hand, is always split, but not canonically. In the
non-archimedean case, the absolute Galois form is also split, but in general not
canonically. We will discuss this in the next subsection. �

Remark 3.11. The formula for sp/q , and the definition of LS±, may seem a bit
ad-hoc. We provide more motivation in Appendix B, especially Remark B.8
and §B.4. �

Remark 3.12. Assume that all elements of R are asymmetric, so that a Γ-
invariant gauge p : R → {±1} exists. Then tp = 1 and hence we have the
canonical identification LS± = LS. More generally, the same argument works
when all symmetric elements of R are divisible by 2 in X∗(S). In that case we
choose the gauge p to have Γ-invariant restriction to all asymmetric orbits, so
that the only elements of Λp(σ, τ) are symmetric, and again see that tp = 1. This
is the dual incarnation of the canonical isomorphism S(F )± = S(F )× {±1} of
Remark 3.3.

When F is non-archimedean and all symmetric elements are unramified,
the situation is slightly more subtle. While the cover S(F )± is still canonically
split, its dual group LS± need not be a split extension of ΓE/F by Ŝ. However,
its inflation to Γ does split canonically, see Remark 3.22 below. �

3.4 The local Langlands correspondence

We continue with an algebraic torus S defined over F and a finite Σ-invariant
subset 0 /∈ R ⊂ X∗(S). We can apply the usual definition of a Langlands
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parameter to the L-group LS±:

Definition 3.13. A Langlands parameter for S(F )± (equivalently for LS±) is a
continuous homomorphism WF → LS± that commutes with the maps of both
sides to Γ. Two such parameters are considered equivalent if they are conjugate
under Ŝ. �

Remark 3.14. Since LS is a split extension endowed with a splitting, a Lang-
lands parameter for S is the same as a continuous 1-cocycle WF → Ŝ, and two
parameters are equivalent if the corresponding 1-cocycles are cohomologous.

We can describe Langlands parameters for LS± in a similar manner. If we
fix a gauge p : R → {±1} then a Langlands parameter for LS± is the same as
a 1-cochain WF → Ŝ whose differential equals the Tits cocycle tp. If we prefer
not to fix a gauge, then we can describe an equivalence class of Langlands
parameters for LS± as a collection of cohomology classes of 1-cochains up, one
for each gauge p, s.t. up · sq/p = uq as cohomology classes, and the differential
of up equals tp for each p.

Note that if (up) is such a collection and z : WF → Ŝ is a 1-cocycle, then
(z · up) is another such collection. Conversely if (up) and (vp) are two such
collections, then up · vp is a 1-cocycle and independent of p. �

Theorem 3.15. 1. There is a natural bijection between the set of equivalence
classes of Langlands parameters for S(F )± and the set of continuous gen-
uine characters of S(F )±.

2. Given a genuine character of S(F )± and a character of S(F ), the param-
eter of the product of these characters is the product of their parameters.

3. Given two genuine characters of S(F )±, the product of their parameters
is the 1-cocycle WF → Ŝ that is the parameter of their product.

�

The word “natural” in the first part of this theorem has the naive meaning
of naturally occurring and independent of choices, and does not (yet) signify
that it is functorial. We do prove certain cases of functoriality in §5.

The proof of this theorem is implicit in the computations of [LS87, §2.5].
Before we explain that we offer some motivation for the resulting formulas. In
§3.2 we recalled the construction of a character ζS : S(F )→ C× associated to a
set (ζα) of ζ-data.

Lemma 3.16. The element of H1(WF , Ŝ) corresponding to the character ζS can
be represented by the 1-cocycle

z(w) = zζ(w) =
∏

α∈R/Σ

n∏
i=1

ζα(v0(ui(w)))w
−1
i α.

Here for each α ∈ R we have fixed representatives w1, . . . , wn ∈ W for W±α \
W , v0 ∈Wα is arbitrary, and v1 ∈W±α rWα is arbitrary when α is symmetric.
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For w ∈ W and 1 ≤ i ≤ n the element ui(w) ∈ W±α is defined by wi · w =
ui(w) · wj , where 1 ≤ j ≤ n is also uniquely determined. For u ∈ W±α and
0 ≤ i ≤ 1 the element vi(u) ∈Wα is defined by vi ·u = vi(u)·vj , where 0 ≤ j ≤ 1
is also uniquely determined. �

Proof. The arguments for this are contained in the proof of [LS87, Lemma 3.5.A].
We repeat them here, in a slightly different form, for the sake of illustration.

Since ζS was the pull-back to S(F ) of the product of characters ζO : SO(F )→
C× over the set of Σ-orbitsO inR, it will be enough to compute the correspond-
ing 1-cocycle for each O. Choose α ∈ O and obtain identification SO = Sα.
When O is asymmetric the character ζO is the composition of ζα : F×α → C×

with the identification Sα(F ) = F×α . Dually we have ŜO = X∗(SO) ⊗Z C× =

IndΓ
ΓαC

× and the parameter of ζO is the image of ζα ∈ Z1(WFα ,C×) under the
Shapiro map Z1(WFα ,C×) → Z1(WF , IndΓ

ΓαC
×). Tracing through the compu-

tation we see that the value at w ∈W of this cocycle as an element of IndWWα
C×

whose value at wi is ζα(ui(w)). For the sake of uniformity with the symmetric
case we note that this equals ζα(v0(ui(w))), since v0(ui(w)) = v0 · ui(w) · v−1

0 .
WhenO is symmetric the character ζO is the composition of ζα : F×α /F

×
±α →

C×, the isomorphism F×α /F
×
±α
∼= F 1

α, and the identification Sα(F ) = F 1
α.

When dualizing this procedure we interpret F 1
α as the F±α-points of the torus

Res1
Fα/F±αGm, andF×α /F

×
±α as theF±α-points of the torus (ResFα/F±αGm)/Gm.

The dual torus of (ResFα/F±αGm)/Gm is the kernel of the norm homomor-
phism IndΓ±α

Γα
C× → C×. The dual torus of Res1

Fα/F±αGm is C×(−1). We have the
isomorphism of algebraic tori (id− τα) : (ResFα/F±αGm)/Gm → Res1

Fα/F±αGm
which on rational points recovers the isomorphism F×α /F

×
±α → F 1

α. Its dual is
given by the anti-diagonal embedding of C×(−1) into IndΓ±α

Γα
C×.

Under the Shapiro map Z1(Wα,C×) → Z1(W±α, IndW±αWα
C×) the character

ζα maps to the cocycle whose value at u ∈ W±α is the element of IndW±αWα
C×

whose value at vi is ζα(vi(u)). The assumption that ζα|F×±α = 1 is equiva-

lent to the claim that this element of Z1(W±α, IndW±αWα
C×) maps trivially to

Z1(W±α,C×) under the norm map. In other words, the value of this cocycle
at each u ∈ W±α lies in the kernel of the norm map IndΓ±α

Γα
C× → C×, hence

in the image of the anti-diagonal embedding C×(−1) → IndΓ±α
Γα

C×. This gives
the element of Z1(W±α,C×(−1)) whose value at u ∈ W±α is ζα(v0(u)). Now

ŜO = IndΓ
Γ±αC

×
(−1). Under the Shapiro map Z1(W±α,C×(−1)) → Z1(WF , ŜO)

we obtain the 1-cocycle whose value at w ∈ W is the element of IndΓ
Γ±αC

×
(−1)

whose value at wi is ζα(v0(ui(w))).
In both cases, the image of the parameter for ζO under the map ŜO → Ŝ is

given by the inner product in the statement of the lemma. �

This Lemma motivates the following definition. Let (χα) be a set of χ-data
for R and let χS : S(F )± → C× be the character of Definition 3.5.
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Definition 3.17. The Langlands parameter of χS is the 1-cochain

rp(w) = rp,χ(w) =
∏

α∈R/Σ

n∏
i=1

χα(v0(ui(w)))w
−1
i α,

where the notation is as in Lemma 3.16 and p : R→ {±1} is the gauge specified
by p(w−1

i α) = +1. For an arbitrary gauge q the 1-cochain rq is defined by
sq/prp. �

Remark 3.18. This is the formula occurring before the statement of Lemma
2.5.A in [LS87] and we have kept the name rp of loc. cit. to emphasize that. For
a different expression, in terms of a section s : W±α \W → W , see (5.1). For a
further motivation about this formula, see Appendix B, especially §B.4. �

Lemma 3.19. The collection (rp) is indeed a valid Langlands parameter for
S(F )±. �

Proof. Following the discussion in Remark 3.14 we must show the following:

1. Up to equivalence the collection (rp) does not depend on the choices of
wi and vi made in Lemma 3.16;

2. The differential of rp is tp.

The second point is [LS87, Lemma 2.5.A] and the first point is discussed right
after the proof of that lemma in loc. cit. �

Lemma 3.20. Let (ζα) be a set of ζ-data for R and let ζS : S(F ) → C× be the
associated character. The Langlands parameter for (χζ)S is the product of the
Langlands parameters for χS and ζS . �

Proof. This is stated without proof in [LS87, (2.6.3)] and here we also leave the
proof to the reader. �

Proof of Theorem 3.15. Choose a set of χ-data (χα). Let χS be the corresponding
genuine character of Definition 3.5 and let (rp) be its parameter as in Definition
3.17. Every other genuine character is of the form θ · χS for a character θ :

S(F )→ C×. Letting t : WF → Ŝ be the parameter for θ we assign to θ · χS the
parameter (t · rp). This gives the desired bijection.

If (χ′α) is another set of χ-data with corresponding character χ′S and param-
eter r′p we define ζ-data (ζα) by ζα = χ′αχ

−1
α . Let z : W → Ŝ be the parameter

of ζS as in Lemma 3.16. Then Fact 3.6 and Lemma 3.20 show that χ′S = χS · ζS
and r′p = rp · z, proving that the bijection is independent of the choice of (χα).

The multiplicativity statements are immediate. �

We can reinterpet Theorem 3.15 by considering the Weil form of LS±. As
we remarked earlier, [Lan79, Lemma 4] implies that this is a split extension of
W by Ŝ but without a distinguished splitting. That is, the Weil forms of LS±
and LS are non-canonically isomorphic.
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Proposition 3.21. Let (χα) be a set of χ-data. The map

Ŝ oW → Ŝ �tp W, so w 7→ s · rp,χ(w) � w

is an isomorphism of extensions whose Ŝ-conjugacy class depends only on
(χα). If θ : S(F ) → C× is a character with parameter t, the composition of
t with this isomorphism is the parameter for θ · χS . �

Proof. This is just a reformulation of Theorem 3.15. �

Remark 3.22. When F is non-archimedean and all symmetric elements ofR are
unramified, the cover S(F )± splits canonically. This is not true for the L-group
when viewed as an extension of ΓE/F by Ŝ. Indeed, in the most basic case
where E/F is an unramified quadratic extension and S is the 1-dimensional
anisotropic torus defined over F and split over E and R ⊂ X∗(S) consists of
the two generators of this free Z-module of rank 1, then choosing a gauge on
R is equivalent to choosing a generator, and then tp is the unique non-trivial
element of H2(ΓE/F ,C×(−1)), and so LS± is not a split extension.

However, there is a canonical choice of χ-data, namely χα is the unramified
quadratic character for every symmetric α. The corresponding Langlands pa-
rameter rp,χ of Definition 3.17 extends to Γ and provides a 1-cochain splitting
tp. Thus LS±, when viewed as an extension of Γ by Ŝ, splits canonically.

More generally, when F is non-archimedean, the absolute Galois form of
the L-group LS± always splits, but not canonically in general. The reason for
the splitting is that there always exist χ-data of finite order, and then rp,χ ex-
tends to the absolute Galois group. �

3.5 a-data as a geniune function on the double cover

We continue with an algebraic torus S defined over F and a finite Σ-invariant
subset 0 /∈ R ⊂ X∗(S). Recall from [LS87, §2.2] the notion of a-data: A set of
a-data consists of an element aα ∈ F×α for each α ∈ R s.t. aσα = σ(aα) and
a−α = −aα for all α ∈ R and σ ∈ Γ. Given such a set we obtain the function

aS : S(F )± → {1} (γ, (δα)α) 7→
∏

α∈Rsym/Γ
α(γ)6=1

κα

(
δα − δ−α

aα

)
. (3.2)

Here elements of S(F )± are represented as in Remark 3.4. Both the numerator
and the denominator of the argument of κα are non-zero elements of Fα of
trace zero, so their quotient is a non-zero element of F±α. The values aα for
α ∈ Rasym are irrelevant to this function.

Fact 3.23. The function aS is genuine: For γ̃ ∈ S(F )± and ε = −1 ∈ S(F )± one
has aS(εγ̃) = −aS(γ̃). �
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Remark 3.24. Let F be non-archimedean. Recall from [Kala, Definition 4.6.8]
the concept of mod-a-data: It consists of a real number rα and a non-zero ele-
ment āα ∈ [Fα]rα/[Fα]rα+ for each α ∈ R s.t. rσα = rα = r−α, āσα = σ(āα),
and ā−α = −āα, for all α ∈ R and σ ∈ Γ.

If p 6= 2, the function aS can be defined by the same formula with mod-
a-data in place of a-data. Indeed, note first that mod-a-data can be lifted to
a-data. For this it is enough to lift āα to an element aα ∈ Fα of trace zero. The
obstruction for this lies in H1(Γ±α/Γα, [Fα]rα+), which is zero when p 6= 2.
Next, two lifts aα and a′α of āα to Fα are related by a′α = aα · uα for some
uα ∈ [F×±α]0+, but κα is trivial on [F×±α]0+ when p 6= 2. �

4 APPLICATIONS

4.1 The canonical L-embedding

Let now G be a connected reductive group defined over F with complex dual
Ĝ. Let S ⊂ G be a maximal torus defined over F . It is well known that there
exists a canonical Ĝ-conjugacy class of embeddings Ŝ → Ĝ, see e.g. [Kala, §5.1].
We will show that this conjugacy class extends to a canonical Ĝ-conjugacy class
of L-embeddings LS± → LG, where S(F )± is constructed with respect to the
root system R ⊂ X∗(S) of G.

Choose a Γ-invariant pinning (T̂ , B̂, {Xα}) of Ĝ and let Ω = N(T̂ , Ĝ)/T̂ .
Recall the Tits section

n : Ω→ N(T̂ , Ĝ).

It sends a simple reflection sα ∈ Ω to the image of the standard Weyl ele-
ment of SL2 under the unique morphism SL2 → Ĝ mapping the standard
nilpotent element to the element Xα of the pinning. Explicitly, sα is sent to
exp(Xα) exp(−X−α) exp(Xα), whereX−α is the unique vector in the root space
for the root −α that satisfies [Xα, X−α] = Hα = dα∨(1). It sends a general
ω ∈ Ω to n(s1) . . . n(sk), where ω = s1 . . . sk is any reduced expression. It is
easy to see that n is Γ-equivariant, hence extends to a section

n : Ω o Γ→ N(T̂ , Ĝ) o Γ, ω o σ 7→ n(ω) o σ.

Choose a member of the conjugacy class of embeddings Ŝ → Ĝ with im-
age T̂ ; it is an isomorphism ĵ : Ŝ → T̂ . This isomorphism is usually not Γ-
equivariant, but since its Ĝ-conjugacy class is, the difference between ĵ and
σ ◦ ĵ ◦σ−1 is realized by an element σS,G ∈ Ω for any σ ∈ Γ. Thus the transport
of the Γ-action on Ŝ via ĵ is given by the group homomorphism Γ → Ω o Γ
sending σ to σS,G o σ. Pulling back along this homomorphism the extension
with splitting

1 // T̂ // N(T̂ , Ĝ) o Γ // Ω o Γ //

nss
1
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and using ĵ to identify Ŝ with T̂ we obtain an extension of Γ by Ŝ with a split-
ting. According to [LS87, Lemma 2.1.A] the 2-cocycle associated to this split-
ting is the Tits cocycle tp of Definition 3.8, where p is the gauge that assigns +1

to the B̂-positive roots, and R ⊂ X∗(S) is the root system of G. In other words,
we have just extended ĵ : Ŝ → T̂ to an L-embedding LS± → LG taking image
in N(T̂ , Ĝ) o Γ. We record explicitly that it is given by

Ŝ �tp Γ→ Ĝo Γ, s� σ 7→ ĵ(s) · n(σS,G) o σ. (4.1)

The only choice involved in the construction of this L-embedding LS± → LG

was the Γ-invariant pinning. Since any two such are conjugate under Ĝ, in
fact even under ĜΓ [Kot84, Corollary 1.7], it is immediate to check that the two
resulting L-embeddings are also conjugate.

4.2 Factorization of Langlands parameters

Let S be an algebraic torus defined over F and equipped with a stable class
of embeddings S → G defined over F whose images are maximal tori. This
endows S with various structures [Kala, §5.1], in particular a finite Σ-invariant
subset 0 /∈ R ⊂ X∗(S). Therefore we have the double cover S(F )±.

Consider two data consisting of an algebraic torus Si, a stable class of em-
beddings Si → G as above, and a genuine character θi of Si(F )±. We say that
they are equivalent if there exists an isomorphism S1 → S2 that identifies the
two stable classes of embeddings and whose natural lift S1(F )± → S2(F )±
identifies the two genuine characters.

Proposition 4.1. There is a canonical bijection between the set of equivalence
classes of Langlands parameters W → LG whose image normalizes a maximal
torus, and the set of equivalence classes of data consising of an algebraic torus
S defined over F , a stable class of embeddings S → G defined over F whose
images are maximal tori, and a genuine character θ of S(F )±. Given such a
datum, the bijection sends it to the composition of the Langlands parameter of
θ with the canonical embedding LS± → LG of §4.1. �

Remark 4.2. It is well known that discrete series parameters when F = R have
the above property, and it is proved in [Kala, §5.2] that this is also the case for
regular supercuspidal parameters. �

Proof. Such constructions have been explained in detail in various places. In
the real case we refer to [She83, §3.4] for the statement without covers and to
[AV16, §6] for the statment with covers. In the p-adic case we refer to [Kala,
§5.2] for the statement without covers. We limit ourselves to a brief sketch
here, in order to illustrate the simplicity of the situation once the double cover
has been introduced and χ-data is no longer required.

Let ϕ : W → LG be a Langlands parameter whose image is contained in the
normalizer of a maximal torus. Let Ŝ denote this torus together with the action
of W by conjugation by ϕ. It is immediate that this action extends to Γ. Let S
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be the torus over F with dual Ŝ. Then S comes equipped with a stable class of
embeddings S → G [Kala, §5.1]. We have the canonical Ĝ-conjugacy class of L-
embeddings LS± → LG of §4.1. Since Ŝ is already (tautologically) embedded
into Ĝ, inside of this Ĝ-conjugacy class there is a unique Ŝ-conjugacy class of
L-embeddings LS± → LG that extends the tautological embedding Ŝ → Ĝ.
The parameter ϕ factors through this embedding and leads in this way to a
canonical parameter ϕ± for S(F )±, hence to a canonical genuine character θ±
of S(F )± via Theorem 3.15. �

4.3 The character formula associated to a genuine character

In this section we assume that in the case of a non-archimedean base field F
the residual characteristic is not 2.

Let S ⊂ G be an elliptic maximal torus and θ : S(F )± → C× a genuine
character. Fix a non-trivial character Λ : F → C×. Then θ and Λ determine
a set of a-data in the archimedean case, and a set of mod-a-data in the non-
archimedean case, that may happen to be degenerate (i.e. aα = 0), as follows.
The character θ2 descends to S(F ). In the archimedean case we define aα by
the equation

θ2(NFα/F (α∨(exp(z)))) = Λ(trFα/F (2aαz)),

where z is a variable in Fα. In the non-archimedean case we use the equation

θ2(NFα/F (α∨(z + 1))) = Λ(trFα/F (2āαz)),

where z is a variable in [Fα]rθ,α/[Fα]rθ,α+ and rθ,α is the largest real number
for which the left hand side is non-zero for such z. Let rΛ,α be the depth of
Λ ◦ trFα/F and let rα = rΛ,α − rθ,α.

It is quite obvious that a−α = −aα and aσα = σ(aα) for α ∈ R and σ ∈
Γ. But it may well happen that aα = 0. We’ll be particularly interested in
characters θ for which this does not happen. For F = R one checks easily
that aα = 〈α∨, dθ〉/(2πi), where dθ ∈ [X∗(S)⊗C]Γ is the differential of θ. Thus
aα 6= 0 for all α is equivalent to dθ being regular. This is the case for θ that come,
via Proposition 4.1, from a discrete series parameter. In that case, let (χα) be the
based χ-data specified by the Weyl chamber determined by dθ. Then θ · χ−1

S

is the character denoted by θ in [Kala, §4.11] and the a-data computed here
coincides with the one computed there.

For a non-archimedean F we will only apply this construction when the
depth of θ2 ◦ NFα/F ◦ α∨ is positive, which guarantees aα 6= 0. For the re-
maining α we shall take aα to be units, chosen arbitrarily. When θ comes,
via Proposition 4.1, from a regular supercuspidal parameter, let (χα) be arbi-
trary minimally ramified χ-data [Kala, Definition 4.6.1]. Then θ · χ−1

S satisfies
[Kala, Definition 3.7.5] and the a-data computed here coincides with the one
computed from θ · χ−1

S by [Kala, (4.10.1)]. Indeed, it is easy to see that the dou-
ble cover S(F )± splits canonically over S(F )0+, and χ−1

S restricts trivially to
S(F )0+. This relies on our assumption p 6= 2.
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This set of a-data, respectively mod-a-data, leads to the genuine function
aS of (3.2). The product aS ·θ is a function on S(F )± that descends to S(F ). Let
T be the minimal Levi subgroup in the quasi-split inner form of G. Consider
the function S(F )→ C sending s ∈ S(F ) to

e(G)ε(X∗(T )C −X∗(S)C,Λ)
∑

w∈N(S,G)(F )/S(F )

[aS · θ](ws). (4.2)

This function does not depend on the choice of Λ. When F = R there
is a unique irreducible discrete series representation of G(F ) whose Harish-
Chandra character restricted to S(F )reg is given by this function [Kala, §4.11].
When F is non-archimedean and p is not a bad prime for G there exists a
natural regular supercuspidal representation whose Harish-Chandra charac-
ter restricted to the set of regular topologically semi-simple elements of S(F )
is given by this function. This representation is obtained by letting (χα) be the
χ-data obtained from (aα) by [Kala, (4.7.2)] and applying [Kala, Proposition
3.7.14] to the character θ · χ−1

S · εf,ram · εram and the torus S. Here εf,ram and
εram are defined in [Kala, Definition 4.7.3 and Equation (4.3.3)]. We have had
to replace “unique” by “natural” as there may not be sufficiently many such
elements in order to determine the representation uniquely.

5 FUNCTORIALITY OF THE LOCAL CORRESPONDENCE

Consider two tori S and T defined overF and equipped with finite Σ-invariants
sets 0 /∈ RS ⊂ X∗(S) and 0 /∈ RT ⊂ X∗(T ). Let f : S → T be a morphism
defined over F and let f∗ : X∗(T ) → X∗(S) be the map induced from f .
We would like to study under what conditions there is a natural lift of f to
a morphism S(F )± → T (F )±, as well as a natural extension of f̂ : T̂ → Ŝ
to an L-homomorphism LT± → LS±, so that the local correspondences for
the two double covers match. The most naive guess would be the condition
f∗(RT ) ⊂ RS , but it turns out that this is neither necessary nor sufficient.

5.1 Simple cases of functoriality

We examine here two very simple special cases.

Construction 5.1. Assume that f∗ restricts to a bijection RT → RS . If αT ∈ RT
maps to αS ∈ RS then we have a canonical identification of tori TαT ∼= SαS .
The diagram S(F ) →

∏
SO(F ) ←

∏
SO(F )± maps the the diagram T (F ) →∏

TO(F ) ←
∏
TO(F )±, and hence the pull-back of the first diagram maps to

the pull-back of the second. In this way we obtain a lift S(F )± → T (F )± of
f : S(F )→ T (F ).

Dually, the map f̂ : T̂ → Ŝ identifies the two Tits cocycles and hence ex-
tends canonically to an L-homomorphism LT± → LS±. The fact that the local
correspondences for S(F )± and T (F )± are compatible with these maps is im-
mediate and left to the reader. �
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Before moving to the second special case we give a few examples how
things can fail if f is only injective or only surjective.

Example 5.2. Let S = T = (Res1
E/FGm)2 for a separable quadratic extension

E/F . Then X∗(S) = X∗(T ) = Z(−1) ⊕ Z(−1). Let R+
T = {(1, 0)} and R+

S =

{(1, 0), (0, 1)}. Dually we have Ŝ = T̂ = C×(−1) × C×(−1). The cyclicity of ΓE/F
gives the isomorphism H2(ΓE/F ,C(−1)) = H0

Tate(ΓE/F ,C(−1)) = {±1}. Under
that isomorphism the Tate cocycle for T is (−1, 1), while that for S is (−1,−1).
Thus the ΓE/F -forms of the L-groups of S(F )± and T (F )± are not isomorphic.
In the non-archimedean case we can pass to the Γ-forms. Using the inflation-
restriction exact sequence one see sthat the inflation map H2(ΓE/F ,C×(−1)) →
H2(Γ,C×(−1)) is trivial. Therefore the two Tits cocycles become cohomologous

in H2(Γ, Ŝ). Nonetheless there is no natural identification of LT± with LS±. �

Example 5.3. Let S = Res1
E/FGm, T = S × S and f : S → T the diagonal

embedding. Thus f∗ : X∗(T ) = Z(−1)⊕Z(−1) → Z(−1) = X∗(S) is the addition
map. Let R+

T = {(1, 0), (0, 1)} and R+
S = {1}. Dually we have LT = C×(−1) ×

C×(−1),
LS = C×(−1), and f̂ is the multiplication map. Viewing Tits cocycles as

elements of H2(ΓE/F ,−), we see that the image under f̂ of the Tits cocycle
for T is trivial, while the Tits cocycle for S is non-trivial. As in the previous
example we conclude that the ΓE/F -forms of the L-groups of the double covers
are not isomorphic, and while in the non-archimedean case the Γ-forms are
isomorphic, there is no canonical isomorphism. �

We now consider a second special case of functoriality. This time the map
f∗ does not even map RT to RS . In fact, we shall take S = T and f = id.

Construction 5.4. Consider a single torus S and a Σ-invariant subset 0 /∈ R ⊂
X∗(S). Let α, β ∈ Rsym be such that Σ · α 6= Σ · β, Γα = Γβ , and Γ±α = Γ±β .
Set γ = α+ β. Let R′ = Σ · γ ∪Rr (Σ · α ∪ Σ · β). We will construct canonical
isomorphisms S(F )R → S(F )R′ and LSR′ → LSR.

We have Sα = Sβ = Sγ canonically. The multiplication map Sα × Sβ → Sγ
fits into the commutative diagram

[Sα(F )± × Sβ(F )±]/{±1} //

��

Sγ(F )±

��
Sα(F )× Sβ(F ) // Sγ(F )

and this diagram is cartesian. The transitivity of pull-back now gives the iso-
morphism S(F )R → S(F )R′ .

On the dual side, let p be a gauge on R s.t. p(σα) = p(σβ) for all σ ∈ Σ.
Define a gauge p′ on R′ by setting p′(σγ) = p(σα) = p(σβ) for all σ ∈ Σ and
p′(δ) = p(δ) for δ ∈ R′ r Σ · γ. Then the Tits cocycle tp with respect to R is
equal to the Tits cocycle tp′ with respect to R′, so the L-groups LSR and LSR′

are canonically identified.
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Finally we observe that the identifications S(F )R = S(F )R′ and LSR =
LSR′ are compatible with the Langlands correspondence. For this, take a set of
χ-data for R′. Define χα = χβ = χγ and obtain in this way a set of χ-data for
R. The characters of S(F )R and S(F )R′ obtained from these sets of χ-data are
readily seen to be equal under the identification S(F )R = S(F )R′ . The same
holds for the 1-cochains rp. �

5.2 Comparison with the ρi-cover of Adams-Vogan

Let F = R, S an algebraic torus over F , and γ ∈ 1
2X
∗(S). Adams and Vogan

[AV16, §3] define the diagonalizable group Sγ = {(s, z) ∈ S×Gm|[2γ](s) = z2}.
Thus X∗(Sγ) is the push-out of

Z 2←− Z 2γ−→ X∗(S).

The natural map X∗(S) → X∗(Sγ) is injective and the quotient is Z/2Z, so we
have the exact sequence

1→ {±1} → Sγ → S → 1.

They define S(R)γ to be the preimage in Sγ(C) of S(R). Thus S(R)γ is a double
cover of S(R). Let γ ∈ X∗(Sγ) by the morphism Sγ → Gm given by γ(s, z) = z.
Then γ is a geniune character of Sγ whose square is 2γ ∈ X∗(S).

The extension Sγ splits if and only if X∗(Sγ) has torsion, which is the case
if and only if γ ∈ X∗(S). If on the other hand γ ∈ 1

2X
∗(S) rX∗(S), then Sγ is

a torus, its character module is the submodule of 1
2X
∗(S) generated by X∗(S)

and γ, and the map Sγ → S is a degree 2 isogeny.
Adams and Vogan further define an L-group for S(R)γ . It is the group

generated by Ŝ and an element δ̂ acting on Ŝ as the non-trivial element of ΓC/R

and satisfying δ̂2 = exp(2πiγ), where exp : X∗(Ŝ) ⊗ C → Ŝ. They prove a
local Langlands correspondence for their double cover [AV16, Lemma 3.3]. In
fact, these results were first proved in [AV92], but [AV16] is sometimes a more
convenient reference.

Lemma 5.5. Assume γ is symmetric (i.e. imaginary) and let R = {2γ,−2γ}.
There are natural isomorphisms S(R)γ → S(R)± and 〈Ŝ, δ̂〉 → LS±. These
isomorphisms identify the local correspondence of Theorem 3.15 with the local
correspondence of Adams-Vogan. �

Proof. The construction of S(R)γ can be rephrased as the pull-back diagram

S(R)γ //

��

S(R)

2γ

��
C×

(−)2 // C×

Since 2γ is imaginary the image of S(R) lies in S1 ⊂ C×. The preimage of
S1 under the squaring map is again S1. Therefore we may replace the bottom
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row in the above diagram by the squaring map S1 → S1. The inclusion S1 →
C× induces an isomorphism S1 → C×/R>0. Composing its inverse with the
squaring map on S1 gives the map C×/R>0 → S1 sending z to z/z̄. Again we
replace the bottom row of above diagram, now with the map C×/R>0 → S1

sending z to z/z̄. The corresponding pull-back diagram is the definition of
S(R)±.

Turning to the dual side we compute the Tits cocycle for R. Define a gauge
by p(2γ) = +1. The Tits cocycle tp sends (σ, σ) to (−1)2γ = exp(2πiγ). There-
fore the map 〈Ŝ, δ̂〉 → Ŝ �tp ΓE/F that is the identity on Ŝ and sends δ̂ to 1 � σ
is an isomorphism.

It is enough to compare the two versions of the local correspondence on one
genuine character of S(R)± since both are compatible with multiplication by
non-genuine characters. We take the one sending (s, δ) with δ/δ̄ = [2γ](s) to
sgn(δ), where sgn : C → S1 is the argument function. In terms of the Adams-
Vogan cover S(R)γ this is the canonical genuine character γ. Present the Weil
group WC/R as the group generated by C× and j with jzj−1 = z̄ and j2 = −1.
The L-parameter of γ associated by [AV16, Lemma 3.3] sends z to (z/z̄)γ and j
to δ̂. The L-parameter associated by Theorem 3.15 is rp(z) = [2γ](sgn(z)) and
rp(zj) = 2[γ](sgn(z)). These are manifestly the same parameter. �

The construction of Adams-Vogan can be applied in particular when S is a
maximal torus of a connected reductive group G and γ is either half the sum
of all positive roots (with respect to some fixed order), or half the sum of the
positive imaginary roots, denoted by ρ and ρi, respectively.

Corollary 5.6. Let R ⊂ X∗(S) be the root system of G. There is are natural
isomorphisms S(R)± → S(R)ρi between the two covers, as well as between
their L-groups, that identify the two versions of the local correspondence. �

Proof. We may discard all asymmetric elements from R, since they do not in-
fluence the cover S(R)±. All symmetric elements of R ⊂ X∗(S) share the same
Fα = C and F±α = R, which allows us to apply Construction 5.4 inductively
and replace R with the sum of representatives for its Γ-orbits. We choose these
representatives to be the positive (imaginary) roots with respect to a given or-
der. Their sum is then 2ρi. The claim follows from Lemma 5.5. �

Remark 5.7. For the comparison of the Adams-Vogan cover and the cover de-
fined in this paper the two essential points were the fact that the inclusion
C1 = S1 → C×/R>0 = C×/NC/R(C×) is an isomorphism and that all symmet-
ric elements α ∈ X∗(S) share the same Fα = C and F±α = R. Neither of these
statements is true in the p-adic case, which explains why a direct translation of
their construction to the p-adic case was not possible. �

5.3 A more general case of functoriality

We return to the case of an arbitrary local fieldF and continue with an algebraic
torus S defined over F and a finite Σ-invariant subset 0 /∈ R ⊂ X∗(S). In
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addition, we consider a Σ-equivariant equivalence relation ∼ on R: this means
α ∼ β ⇒ σα ∼ σβ for all σ ∈ Σ. For any α ∈ R write αeq for the sum of the
members of the equivalence class of α. Write Req = {αeq|α ∈ R}. Let S → T
be a surjective morphism of tori s.t. Req ⊂ X∗(T ). Assume that ∼ satisfies the
following:

Assumption 5.8. 1. αeq = βeq if and only if α ∼ β.

2. 0 /∈ Req.
�

In this setting we are going to construct a natural homomorphism S(F )± →
T (F )± lifting S(F ) → T (F ), as well as a natural morphism LT± → LS±,
and then prove that the Langlands correspondence for the two double covers
S(F )± and T (F )± is compatible with these two maps.

Lemma 5.9. 1. The map R → Req, α 7→ αeq, is Σ-equivariant, and its fibers
are precisely the equivalence classes.

2. There does not exist α ∈ R with α ∼ −α.

3. If α1, . . . , αk is a set of representatives for the Γαeq -orbits in the preim-
age of αeq, then it is also a set of representatives for the Γ-orbits in the
preimage of Γ · αeq.

�

Proof. The first point is immediate from the Σ-equivariance of the equivalence
relation ∼, and the equivalence of αeq = βeq and α ∼ β. The second point
follows from the first, and the requirement αeq 6= 0. The thired point follows
from the first, and the same equivalence. �

Lemma 5.10. Let α ∈ Rsym.

1. We have αeq ∈ Req,sym. The diagram

Γα� _

��

� � // Γαeq� _

��
Γ±α
� � // Γ±αeq

is both cartesian and cocartesian. In other words, Γα = Γ±α ∩ Γαeq and
Γ±αeq = Γ±α · Γαeq .

2. Restricting the quadratic character Γ±αeq/Γαeq → {±1} to Γ±α gives the
quadratic character Γ±α/Γα → {±1}.
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3. The following diagram commutes

Γab
α

// Γab
αeq

Γab
±α

//

OO

Γab
±αeq

OO

where the horizontal maps are induced by the inclusions, and the vertical
maps are the transfer homomorphisms.

�

Proof. That αeq ∈ Req,sym follows at once from Lemma 5.9. Consider the equal-
ities Γα = Γ±α ∩ Γαeq and Γ±αeq = Γ±α · Γαeq . For the second, notice that
since Γαeq is normal in Γ±αeq , the product is a subgroup. The two equations are
equivalent to the injectivity and surjectivity, respectively, of the natural map
Γ±α/Γα → Γ±αeq/Γαeq . These two quotients being of order two, the two state-
ments are equivalent. The first follows from the fact that an element of Γαeq

will never send α to−α, because that would imply by Lemma 5.9 that α ∼ −α,
which is excluded.

The second point is now immediate.
For the second diagram we choose τ ∈ Γ±α r Γα and recall that the map

t : Γ±α → Γα defined by t(γ) = γ · τγτ−1 and t(γτ) = γ · τγτ−1 · τ2 for γ ∈ Γα
describes the transfer homomorphism. The commutativity follows from the
fact that the image of τ in Γ±αeq avoids Γαeq , which is implied by the first part
of this lemma. �

Corollary 5.11. Let α ∈ Rsym. Then

1. Fα = F±α · Fαeq and F±αeq = F±α ∩ Fαeq .

2. Restriction to Fαeq provides an isomorphism

Gal(Fα/F±α)→ Gal(Fαeq/F±αeq).

3. The restriction of NFα/Fαeq
to F±α equals NF±α/F±αeq

.

�

Proof. The composite F±α ·Fαeq is the fixed field of Γ±α∩Γαeq , which by Lemma
5.10 equals Γα, hence the first equality. The second follows from the fact that
F±α ∩ Fαeq is the subfield of Fαeq fixed by the group Γ±α, which according to
Lemma 5.10 generates Γ±αeq together with Γαeq . The second and third points
are immediate. �

Construction 5.12. We now construct the homomorphism S(F )± → T (F )±
lifting S(F ) → T (F ). Let γ̃ = [γ, ε, (δα)α∈Rsym ] ∈ S(F )± as in Remark 3.4.
We map it to the element γ̃eq = [γeq, εeq, (δαeq)αeq∈Req,sym ] ∈ T (F )± defined as
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follows. First γeq ∈ T (F ) is the image of γ and εeq = ε. Next we define
δαeq . Let αeq ∈ Req,sym. Let α1, . . . , αk be the representatives for the Γαeq -
orbits in the preimage of αeq. A given αi may be symmetric or asymmet-
ric. Assume first that it is symmetric. Write Γi instead of Γα. Then any
τi ∈ Γ±i r Γi lies in Γ±αeq r Γαeq by Lemma 5.10. It normalizes both Γi and
Γαeq and hence commutes with Ni := NFαi/Fαeq

. Define δi,eq = Ni(δi). Then
δi,eq/τi(δi,eq) = Ni(δi/τi(δi)) = Ni(αi(γ)). Assume now that αi is asymmetric.
Thus −Γαi 6= Γαi so there exists τi ∈ Γ±αeq r Γαeq s.t. −τiαi = αj for some
j 6= i. Define δi,eq = Ni(αi(γ)). Then δi,eq/τi(δi,eq) = Ni(αi(γ))Nj(αj(γ)). Now
define δα,eq to be the product of δi,eq, where i runs over those i for which αi is
symmetric, as well as one representative for each pair of indices i, j s.t. αi, αj
are asymmetric and −Γαi = Γαj . Then δα,eq/τ±αeq(δα,eq) =

∏k
i=1Ni(αi(γ)) =

(
∑k
i=1

∑
σ∈Γαeq/Γi

σ(αi))(γ) = αeq(γeq). This completes the construction of
[γeq, (δαeq)αeq∈Req,sym ] and shows that it represents an element γ̃eq ∈ T (F )±. �

It is immediately checked that γ̃ 7→ γ̃eq is a homomorphism, provided one
knows that it is well-defined, which we will verify next.

Lemma 5.13. The element γ̃eq just constructed depends only on γ̃ and not on
the choice of presentation [γ, ε, (δα)α∈Rsym ]. �

Proof. Let (ηα)α∈Rsym , define η =
∏
α∈Rsym/Γ

κα(ηα), and consider the new pre-
sentation [γ, εη, (δαηα)] of γ̃. This will affect δi,eq for those i for which αi is sym-
metric, and replace it by δi,eq ·Ni(ηαi). From Corollary 5.11 we know Ni|F×±α =

NF±α/F±αeq
and so Ni(ηαi) ∈ F×±αeq

. The element δαeq is then replaced by δαeq ·
ηαeq , where ηαeq =

∏
iNi(ηαi) and the product running over those i for which

αi is symmetric. Thus we obtain the presentation [γeq, εη, (δαeqηαeq)αeq∈Req,sym)]
and need to show that it represents the same element of T (F )± as the presen-
tation [γeq, ε, (δαeq)αeq∈Req,sym)]. This amounts to showing∏

αeq∈Req,sym/Γ

καeq(ηαeq) =
∏

α∈Rsym/Γ

κα(ηα).

Composing the quadratic character καeq : F×±αeq
/NFαeq/F±αeq

(F×αeq
) → {±1}

withNi gives the quadratic character κi : F×±i/NFi/F±i(F
×
i )→ {±1}, according

to Lemma 5.10. Therefore καeq(ηαeq) =
∏
i κi(ηαi). By Lemma 5.9 this product

runs over representatives for the symmetric Γ-orbits in R mapping to the Γ-
orbit of αeq in Req. Letting αeq run over Req,sym/Γ and taking the product of
the left-hand side of this equality has the effect of taking the product over all
symmetric Γ-orbits α in R, as claimed. �

Fact 5.14. The homomorphisms S(F )± → T (F )± and S(F )± → S(F ) splice to
an isomorphism from S(F )± to the pull-back of S(F )→ T (F )← T (F )±. �

Construction 5.15. Next we construct the embedding LT± → LS±. Fix a gauge
peq on Req and define a gauge p on R by p(α) = peq(αeq). That this is a gauge
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follows from (−α)eq = −(αeq) as stated in Lemma 5.9. The value tp(σ, τ) of the
Tits cocycle tp ∈ Z2(Γ, Ŝ) relative to R is given by λσ,τ (−1), where λσ,τ is the
sum of all elements of the following subset of R

Λσ,τ = {α > 0, σ−1α < 0, (στ)−1α > 0},

where α > 0 stands for p(α) > 0. Since p is constant on ∼-equivalence classes,
and ∼ is Σ-equivariant, Λσ,τ is a disjoint union of equivalence classes and can
be written as {α ∈ R|αeq ∈ Λ

eq
σ,τ}, where Λ

eq
σ,τ is the subset of Req given by

Λeq
σ,τ = {αeq > 0, σ−1αeq < 0, (στ)−1αeq > 0}.

It follows that λσ,τ is also equal to the sum of the elements of Λ
eq
σ,τ . We conclude

that, if tpeq ∈ Z2(Γ, T̂ ) is the Tits cocycle relative to Req, then the natural inclu-
sion T̂ → Ŝ identifies tpeq with tp, and hence this natural morphism extends to
a morphism T̂ �tpeq

Γ→ Ŝ �tp Γ. A similar argument shows that the 1-cochain
speq/qeq equals sp/q , so the morphisms corresponding to different choices of peq

splice together to a morphism LT± → LS±. �

We now come to the desired compatibility of the Langlands correspon-
dence. Before we state it, we give an alternative expression for the cochain
rp of Definition 3.17. For each α ∈ Rsym fix a section s : W±α \W → W and let
r : W →W±α be defined by w = r(w)s(w). Then

rp(w) =
∏

α∈R/Σ

∏
u∈W±α\W

χα(v0(r(u)−1r(uw)))s(u)−1α. (5.1)

Proposition 5.16. Let χeq = (χαeq)αeq be a set of χ-data for Req. For each α ∈ R
define χα = χαeq ◦NFα/Fαeq

.

1. Then χ = (χα)α is a set of χ-data for R.

2. The pull-back along S(F )± → T (F )± of the character (χeq)T is equal to
the character χS .

3. Let qeq be a gauge on Req. The composition of the 1-cochain rqeq,χeq ∈
C1(WF , T̂ ) with the natural inclusion T̂ → Ŝ is equal, up to 1-coboundary,
to rq,χ ∈ C1(WF , Ŝ).

�

Proof. That (χα) is a set of χ-data follows at once from Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10.
To compare the pull-back of the character (χeq)T with the character χS ,

consider again a Σ-orbit Oeq in Req and choose αeq ∈ Oeq. Let α1, . . . , αk be
a set of representatives for the Γαeq -orbits in the preimage of αeq. Let γ̃ =
[γ, ε, (δα)α∈Rres ] be an element of S(F )±with image γ̃eq = [γeq, εeq, (δαeq)α∈Req,sym ]
as in Construction 5.12. It is enough to show that the contribution of Oeq to
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(χeq)T (γ̃eq) equals the product of the contributions of the Σ-orbits in R lying in
the preimage of the Σ-orbit of αeq.

Assume first that αeq is asymmetric, so that each αi is also asymmetric. The
contribution of Oeq to (χeq)T (γ̃eq) is χαeq(αeq(γeq)). But

χαeq(αeq(γeq)) = χαeq

[ k∑
i=1

∑
σ∈Γαeq/Γi

σ(αi)
]
(γeq)


= χαeq

 k∏
i=1

∏
σ∈Γαeq/Γi

σ(αi(γ))


=

k∏
i=1

χαeq(Ni(αi(γ))).

Recalling that χαi = χαeq ◦Ni and using Lemma 5.9 we see that this is indeed
the product of the contributions to χS(γ̃) of the Σ-orbits in R that are in the
preimage of the Σ-orbit of αeq.

Assume now that αeq is symmetric. Then the contribution of Oeq to χeq is
χαeq(δαeq). Partition {1, . . . , k} as I t J t J ′, where I is the set of i s.t. αi is
symmetric, and J ∪ J ′ is the set of i s.t. αi is asymmetric, and for i ∈ J there
exists j ∈ J ′ s.t. −Γαi = Γαj . By Construction 5.12

δαeq =
∏
i∈I

Ni(δαi) ·
∏
j∈J

Nj(αj(γ)).

For i ∈ I we have χαeq(Ni(δαi)) = χαi(δαi), which is the contribution of the
Σ-orbit of αi to χS(γ̃). For j ∈ J we have χαeq(Nj(αj(γ))) = χαj (αj(γ)), which
is the contribution of the Σ-orbit of αj ot χS(γ̃). By Lemma 5.9 the set {αi|i ∈
I ∪ J} represents the Σ-orbits inside the preimage of the Σ-orbit of αeq. The
comparison of (χeq)T and χS is thus complete.

We now come to the comparison of rqeq,χeq and rq,χ. Again we begin our
consideration with an asymmetric Σ-orbitOeq inReq and a representative αeq ∈
Oeq, as well as representatives α1, . . . , αk for the Γαeq -orbits in the preimage of
αeq. To ease notation, we shall write Wi and Weq in place of Wαi and Wαeq ,
and then later in the symmetric case also W±i and W±eq analogously. Consider
the subgroups Wi ⊂ Weq ⊂ W . We choose sections s1 : Weq \W → W and
s2 : Wi \ Weq → Weq. These determine r1 : W → Weq and r2 : Weq → Wi.
Then s3 : Wi \ W → W defined by s3(w) = s2(r1(w))s1(w) is a section and
the corresponding r3 : W → Wi is defined by r3(w) = r2(r1(w)). Of course
s2, s3, r2, r3 depend on i.

As in Definition 3.17 these choices determine a gauge peq on Oeq and a
gauge p on O1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ok, where Oi is the Σ-orbit of αi. Since all these Σ-
orbits are asymmetric these gauges can be described more simply as follows:
peq(βeq) > 0 if and only if βeq ∈ Γαeq, and p(β) > 0 if and only if β ∈ Γαi for
some 1 ≤ i ≤ k. In particular, these gauges are related by p(β) = peq(βeq) and
it follows that sqeq,peq = sq,p. It is thus enough to compare rpeq,χeq and rp,χ.
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The contribution of Oeq to rpeq,χeq is

w 7→
∏

u∈Weq\W

u−1αeq(χαeq(r1(u)−1r1(uw))).

We express αeq =
∑
i

∑
σ∈Γi\Γeq

σ−1αi and obtain

w 7→
∏
i

∏
u∈Wi\W

u−1αi(χαeq(r1(u)−1r1(uw))). (5.2)

On the other hand, by Lemma 5.9 the set α1, . . . , αk represents the Σ-orbits inR
that constitute the preimage of the Σ-orbit of αeq. Their combined contribution
to rp,χ is

w 7→
∏
i

∏
u∈Wi\W

u−1αi(χαi(r3(u)−1r3(uw))). (5.3)

Now χαi is simply the restriction of χαeq to Wi. By construction of r3 the argu-
ment of χαi is r2(r1(w))−1r2(r1(uw)). We write

r1(u)−1r1(uw) = (r2(r1(u))s2(r1(u)))−1(r2(r1(uw))s2(r1(uw)))

= s2(r1(u))−1(r2(r1(u))−1r2(r1(uw)))s2(r1(uw)).

Comparing the contributions of a fixed i to (5.2) and (5.3) we see that they differ
by ∏

u

u−1αiχαi

(
s2(r1(u))−1s2(r1(uw))

)
.

Splitting the product and reindexing this becomes∏
u

u−1αiχαi

(
s2(r1(u))

)−1

· w
∏
u

u−1αiχαi

(
s2(r1(u))

)
,

visibly a coboundary. Thus the contribution to rpeq,χeq of Oeq equals up to
coboundary the contribution to rp,χ of the preimage in R of Oeq.

Consider next a symmetric αeq. We have Weq ⊂ W±eq ⊂ W . Choose s1 :
W±eq \ W → W and obtain r1 : W → W±eq. Choose also v0 ∈ Weq and
v1 ∈ W±eq rWeq. The resulting gauge peq on Req declares s1(u)−1αeq positive
for all u. The contribution of αeq to rpeq,χeq is

w 7→
∏

u∈W±eq\W

s1(u)−1αeq(χαeq(v0(r1(u)−1r1(uw)))).

For simplicity we take v0 = 1.
Again we decompose the equivalence class for αeq into Γeq-orbits. The map

α 7→ −v1α acts as an involution on the set of these orbits. An orbit is fixed
by this involution if and only if it consists of symmetric elements. We choose
representatives α1, . . . , αl for the symmetric orbits, as well as representatives
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αl+1, . . . , αk, one for each pair of asymmetric orbits. Then we set αk+j+1 =
−v1αk−j , so that α1, . . . , α2k−l are representatives for all orbits. Thus αeq =∑2k−l
i=1

∑
σ∈Γi\Γeq

σ−1αi. We plug that into the above formula to get

w 7→
2k−l∏
i=1

∏
u∈W±eq\W

∏
σ∈Γi\Γeq

s1(u)−1σ−1αi(χαeq(v0(r1(u)−1r1(uw)))). (5.4)

We now consider the contribution of an individual i. We begin with a
symmetric αi. Choose s2 : Wi \ Weq → Weq and view it, using the identity
Γ±eq/Γ±i = Γeq/Γi of Lemma 5.10, as W±i \W±eq → W±eq. Declare as before
s3 : W±i \W → W by s3(w) = s2(r1(w))s1(w). The i-th factor in the above
product equals

w 7→
∏

u∈W±i\W

s3(u)−1αi(χαeq(v0(r1(u)−1r1(uw)))). (5.5)

We use again

r1(u)−1r1(uw) = s2(r1(u))−1(r3(u)−1r3(uw))s2(r1(uw))

and write it as

s2(r1(u))−1 ·Ad[r3(u)−1r3(uw)](s2(r1(uw))) · r3(u)−1r3(uw).

Since the image of s2 lies in Weq we have that v0(r1(u)−1r1(uw)) is equal to

s2(r1(u))−1 ·Ad[r3(u)−1r3(uw)](s2(r1(uw))) · v0(r3(u)−1r3(uw)).

We claim that the first two terms contribute a coboundary. Indeed, the first
term contributes

w 7→
∏

u∈W±i\W

s3(u)−1αi(χαeq(s2(r1(u))))−1,

while the contribution of the second is, upon making the substitution u 7→
uw−1, equal to

w 7→
∏

u∈W±i\W

s3(uw−1)−1αi(χαeq(Ad[r3(uw−1)−1r3(u)]s2(r1(u))))−1.

Now s3(uw−1) = r3(uw−1)−1r3(u)s3(u)w−1, which makes the above equal to

w 7→ w
∏

u∈W±i\W

s3(u)−1r3(u)−1r3(uw−1)αi(χαeq(Ad[r3(uw−1)−1r3(u)]s2(r1(u))))−1.

But (r3(u)−1r3(uw−1)αi)◦χαeq ◦Ad[r3(uw−1)−1r3(u)] = αiχαeq , and we indeed
conclude that the first two terms combine to a coboundary.
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We turn to the third term, namely v0(r3(u)−1r3(uw)). Its contribution to
(5.5) is

w 7→
∏

u∈W±i\W

s3(u)−1αi(χαeq(v0(r3(u)−1r3(uw)))). (5.6)

Since χαeq |Wi = χαi , this looks exactly like the contribution to rp,χ of the Σ-
orbit of αi. But we need to be careful here. The chosen v1 may not lie in W±i.
Choose v′1 ∈ W±i r Wi. There exists a ∈ Weq so that v′1 = av1. We denote
by v′0(−) the version of the term v0(−) with respect to v′1 instead of v1. The
contribution to rp,χ of the Σ-orbit of αi is given by

w 7→
∏

u∈W±i\W

s3(u)−1αi(χαeq(v′0(r3(u)−1r3(uw)))). (5.7)

Now (5.6) is the product of (5.7) and

w 7→

{∏
u∈W±i\W s3(u)−1αi(χαeq(a−1)), r3(u)−1r3(uw) /∈Wi

1, r3(u)−1r3(uw) ∈Wi

This is the image under cor ◦ α : Z1(W±i/Wi,C×(−1))→ Z1(WF , Ŝ) of

x 7→

{
χαeq(a−1) , x /∈Wi

1 , x ∈Wi

Since H1(Γ±i/Γi,C×(−1)) vanishes, this is also a coboundary. We conclude that,
up to a coboundary, the 1-cochains (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7), are all equal. Thus,
the i-th factor in (5.4) equals up to a coboundary the contribution to rp,χ of
the Σ-orbit Oi of αi. Here the gauge p on the orbit Oi declares each s3(u)−1αi
positive. Recalling that s3(u) = s2(r1(u))s1(u) and that s2 takes values in Weq
we see that, as in the case of asymmetric αeq, we have p(β) = peq(βeq) for all
β ∈ Oi. Therefore, as in the asymmetric case, the equality of these parts of
rpeq,χeq and rp,χ implies the equality of the corresponding parts of rqeq,χeq and
rq,χ.

We turn again to the contribution of an individual i to (5.4), but now we
consider the case of an asymmetric αk−j . We combine this contribution with
that of its partner αk+j+1 = −v1αk−j . This joint contribution is∏

u∈W±eq\W

∏
σ∈Γi\Γeq

s1(u)−1(σ−1αi − v1σ
−1αi)(χαeq(v0(r1(u)−1r1(uw)))),

where we have set i = k − j.
We now encode v0 = 1 and v1 as a section s◦ : Weq \W±eq → W±eq and

choose further a section s2 : Wi \ Weq → Weq. We can combine these into a
section s3 : Wi \W → W defined by s3(a) = s2r

◦r1(a) · s◦r1(a) · s1(a). The
corresponding r3 : W →Wi is defined by r3(a) = r2r

◦r1(a).
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For any a ∈W we can decompose r1(a) ∈W±αeq as

r1(a) = r2r
◦r1(a)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=r3(a)∈Wi

· s2r
◦r1(a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈Weq

· s◦r1(a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈W±eq

.

Using this, we compute v0(r1(a)−1r1(aw)) for any a ∈ W by distinguishing
four cases, depending on whether r1(a) and r1(aw) belong toWeq or not, which
we record as a sequence of two signs:

[r3(a)−1r3(aw)] · [s2r
◦r1(a)−1s2r

◦r1(aw)] · [s◦r1(a)−1s◦r1(aw)], ++

[r3(a)−1r3(aw)] · [s2r
◦r1(a)−1s2r

◦r1(aw)] · [s◦r1(a)−1s◦r1(aw)v−1
1 ], +−

[r3(a)−1r3(aw)]c · [s2r
◦r1(a)−1s2r

◦r1(aw)]c · [s◦r1(a)−1s◦r1(aw)v−1
1 ], −+

[r3(a)−1r3(aw)]c · [s2r
◦r1(a)−1s2r

◦r1(aw)]c · [s◦r1(a)−1s◦r1(aw)], −−

Each row has three terms isolated by square brackets. Each term belongs to
Weq. The superscript c denotes the conjugation action of v1 on Weq. We con-
sider first the contributions of the third term in each row. These four terms are
equal to 1, 1, v−2

1 , and 1, respectively. Since χαeq(v2
1) = −1, we see that the

contributions of the third terms combines to

w 7→
∏

a∈Wi\W
r1(a)/∈Weq

r1(aw)∈Weq

s3(a)−1αi(−1). (5.8)

Next we consider the contributions of the first term in each row. Since
χαeq(xc) = χ−αeq(x) = χαeq(x)−1 they combine to∏

a∈Wi\W

s3(a)−1αi(χαeq(r3(a)−1r3(aw))),

which is the contribution of Σ-orbit of the asymmetric αk−j (this orbit contains
its partner αk+j+1) to rp,χ, where p is the gauge on the Σ-orbit of αk−j declaring
that s3(a)−1αi is positive.

Finally we consider the contributions of the second term in each row. They
combine to ∏

a∈Wi\W

s3(a)−1αi(χαeq(s2r
◦r1(a)−1s2r

◦r1(aw))).

Now both s2r
◦r1(a) and s2r

◦r1(aw) belong to Weq and can be individually
plugged into χαeq . Moreover s3(a)−1αi = a−1αi. Substituting a 7→ aw−1 in the
second term reveals the above contribution to be a coboundary.

We have concluded that the contribution of the pair of indices i = k− j and
i = k + j + 1 to (5.4) differs from the contribution of the Σ-orbit of αk−j to rp,χ
by the term (5.8). We claim that this difference is accounted for by the fact that
the gauges p and peq are not related by p(β) = peq(βeq). To study this, let p0
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be the gauge on Σαk−j defined by p0(β) = peq(βeq). Reviewing the definitions
of p and peq we see that p declares the entire Γ-orbit of the asymmetric αk−j
positive and the entire Γ-orbit of αk+j+1 negative, while p0 declares half of the
Γ-orbit of both αk−j and αk+j+1 positive. To state this more precisely, we recall
s3(a) = s2r

◦r1(a) · s◦r1(a) · s1(a). Letting i = k − j we have

p0(a−1αi) = = p0(s3(a)−1αi)

= p0(s1(a)−1(s◦r1(a))−1(s2r
◦r1(a))−1αi)

= peq(s1(a)−1(s◦r1(a))−1αeq),

where we have used that s2 takes values in Weq. When r1(a) ∈ Weq then
p0(s3(a)−1αi) is positive and hence equal to p(s3(a)−1αi), and when r1(a) /∈
Weq then p0(s3(a)−1αi) is negative and hence unequal to p(s3(a)−1αi).

Now rp0,χ = sp0/prp,χ and up to coboundaries sp0/p = sp/p0 . Reviewing
the definition of sp/p0 we see that the product determined by the conditions
p(λ) = 1, p(σ−1λ) = −1, p0(λ) = 1, p0(σ−1λ) = 1 is empty, because p is
constant on Γ-orbits, while the product over p(λ) = 1, p(σ−1λ) = 1 p0(λ) = −1,
p0(σ−1λ) = 1 runs over members a−1αi of the Γ-orbit of αi satisfying r1(a) /∈
Weq and r1(aw) ∈ Weq, where w ∈ W represents σ ∈ Γ, and hence equals
precisely (5.8). We conclude that rpeq,χeq = rp0,χ, and hence rqeq,χeq = rq,χ. �

Corollary 5.17. If ϕ : WF → LT± is a Langlands parameter and χ : T±(F ) →
C× is the associated genuine character, composing ϕ with the canonical em-
bedding LT± → LS± is a parameter whose corresponding character is the
pull-back of χ along S±(F )→ T±(F ). �

Proof. Immediate from Proposition 5.16. �

Corollary 5.18. If (ζαeq) is a collection of ζ-data for Req and we define ζα =
ζαeq ◦ NFα/Fαeq

, then (ζα) is a collection of ζ-data for R and the pull-back to
S(F ) of the character (ζeq)T equals the character ζS . �

Proof. Apply Proposition 5.16 to (χαeq) and (χαeqζαeq) for an arbitrary choice of
χ-data (χαeq). �

Definition 5.19. Given χ-data χeq = (χαeq) for Req, we denote by infχeq the
χ-data (χαeq ◦ NFα/Fαeq

)α for R. Analogously we define inf ζeq for a collection
of ζ-data ζeq for Req. �

5.4 A comparison of minimally ramified χ-data for R and Req

We remain in the setting of the previous subsection: We have a local field F , an
algebraic torus S, a finite Σ-invariant subset 0 6= R ⊂ X∗(S), and a Σ-invariant
equivalence relation on R satisfying Assumption 5.8, and a surjection S → T
s.t. Req ⊂ X∗(T ).

We assume further that F is non-archimedean and p 6= 2. In that case we
have the notion of minimally ramified χ-data of [Kala, Definition 4.6.1], which
we recall means that
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1. χα = 1 if α is asymmetric;

2. χα is unramified if α is symmetric unramified;

3. χα is tamely ramified if α is symmetric ramified.

Given tame χ-data that is not necessarily minimally ramified we can asso-
ciate canonically minimally ramified χ-data in the following straightforward
way:

Definition 5.20. Define minχ to be (χ′α), where

1. χ′α = 1 if α is asymmetric;

2. χ′α is the unique unramified extension of κα if α is symmetric unramified;

3. χ′α = χα if α is symmetric ramified.

�

If χeq is minimally ramified χ-data forReq, then infχeq is tame, but need not
be minimal. Indeed, this happens when α is asymmetric but αeq is symmetric,
or when α is symmetric unramified but αeq is symmetric ramified. Both of
these situations do occur, as we shall see in the examples provided in §6.4.

Proposition 5.21. Assume R is elliptic. Let χeq be minimally ramified and
define ζα = (min infχeq)α · (infχeq)−1

α . Then ζS : S(F ) → C× is the following
sign character

γ 7→
∏

α∈Rasym/Σ
αeq∈Req,sym,ram

sgnk×α (α(γ))e(α/αeq) ·
∏

α∈Rsym,unram/Γ
αeq∈Req,sym,ram

sgnk1α(α(γ))e(α/αeq).

In particular, this character is independent of χeq. �

Let us explain the notation. The assumption thatR is elliptic means that the
Z-span ofR inX∗(S) has no non-zero Γ-invariants. The first product runs over
asymmetric Σ-orbits in R whose equivalence classes are symmetric ramified,
while the second product runs over symmetric unramified orbits in R whose
equivalence classes are symmetric ramified. Since R is elliptic, α(γ) belongs
to O×Fα and we can project to k×α . When α is symmetric unramified, the image
of α(γ) in k×α belongs to the subgroup k1

α of elements whose norm to k×±α is 1.
Both groups k×α and k1

α are cyclic of even order, hence have a canonical sign
character, which we denote by sgn. Finally, e(α/αeq) is the ramification degree
of the field extension Fα/Fαeq .

Proof. Write χ = infχeq and χ′ = min infχeq. Given α ∈ R, we have the
following cases in which ζα is automatically trivial:

1. α is ramified symmetric. Then so is αeq, and χ′α = χα.
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2. α is unramified symmetric, and so is αeq. Then again χ′α = χα.

3. α is asymmetric, and so is αeq. Then χα = 1 = χ′α.

This leaves the following cases, in wich ζα is non-trivial:

1. α is unramified symmetric, but αeq is ramified symmetric.

2. α is asymmetric, but αeq is unramified symmetric.

3. α is asymmetric, but αeq is ramified symmetric.

Writing a,u,r, for asymmetric, unramified symmetric, ramified symetric, the
three cases we need to consider can be abbreviated as (u,r), (a,u), (a,r).

In the settings (a,u) and (a,r) we have ζα = χα = χαeq ◦ NFα/Fαeq
and the

contribution of the Σ-orbit of α is ζα ◦ α. In the setting (a,u) the character ζα is
unramified and α(γ) ∈ O×α implies that ζα ◦ α is trivial. In the setting (a,r) the
restriction of χαeq toO×αeq

factors to the sign character of k×αeq
, and the norm map

NFα/Fαeq
factors as [Nkα/kαeq

]e(α/αeq). Composing the sign character of k×αeq
with

Nkα/kαeq
gives the sign character of k×α . So the contribution to ζ : S(F ) → C×

of α of type (a,r) is sgnk×α (α(γ))e(α/αeq).
In the setting (u,r) we have ζα = χα · χ′−1

α and the contribution of α is
χα(δα) · χ′α(δα)−1, where δα ∈ F×α is chosen so that δα/τα(δα) = α(γ). Since
Fα/F±α is unramified, δα can be chosen in O×α . Now χ′α is the unramified
quadratic character of F×α , so its restriction to O×α is trivial, while χα is as the
same as in type (a,r), namely its restriction to O×α factors through the quadratic
character of k×α taken to the power e(α/αeq). Thus the contribution of α to ζS
becomes sgnk×α (δα)e(α/αeq). The quadratic character of k×α kills k×±α and thus
factors through the map k×α → k1

α and gives on k1
α the quadratic character

there. Since the image of δα under this map is α(γ), the contribution to ζS of α
is sgnk1α(α(γ))e(α/αeq). �

Corollary 5.22. Let χeq and χ′eq be two minimal χ-data for Req and let ζeq =

χ′eq · χ−1
eq . Let ζ = min infχ′eq ·min infχ−1

eq . Then ζS is the pull-back of (ζeq)T . �

Notice that the difference between Corollaries 5.18 and 5.22 is that in the
latter case we have passed to minimal χ-data after inflation.

Proof. We have ζ = [min infχ′eq · (infχ′eq)−1] · infζeq · [(infχeq) · min infχ−1
eq ]−1

and therefore ζS = [min infχ′eq · (infχ′eq)−1]S · [infζeq]S · [(infχeq) ·min infχ−1
eq ]−1

S .
By Proposition 5.21 the first and third terms in square brackets are the same
and thus cancel out, while Corollary 5.18 tells us that the middle term is the
pull-back of (ζeq)T . �
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6 TWISTED LEVI SUBGROUPS

LetG be a connected reductive group defined over F . A twisted Levi subgroup
of G is a connected reductive subgroup M ⊂ G defined over F that is the Levi
factor of a parabolic subgroup defined over a field extension E/F . When E =
F then M is called a (actual) Levi subgroup. In the latter case it is well known
that there is a canonical Ĝ-conjugacy class of L-embeddings LM → LG. For a
twisted Levi subgroup this is no longer the case. Indeed, any maximal torus is
a twisted Levi subgroup. We will show presently that the Langlands-Shelstad
construction lends itself easily to the construction of L-embeddings LM → LG
when M is a twisted Levi subgroup. We will then discuss compositions of
the form LT → LM → LG for a maximal torus T ⊂ M ⊂ G. We will also
reinterpret these matters in terms of double covers, and in particular introduce
a double cover M(F )± of M(F ) and an associate L-group.

6.1 Embedding the L-group of a twisted Levi subgroup

Let G be a connected reductive group defined over F and M ⊂ G a twisted
Levi subgroup. Let Mrad = M/Mder be the maximal abelian quotient of M . It is
a torus defined over F . We will define a finite subset R(Mrad, G) ⊂ X∗(Mrad)

and show that a set of χ-data for this subset gives a Ĝ-conjugacy class of L-
embeddings LM → LG.

Choose a maximal torus S ⊂ M and define an equivalence relation on
R(S,G) rR(S,M) as follows.

Definition 6.1. Two elements α1, α2 are declared equivalent if there exists r ∈
R>0 s.t. α1,orb = rα2,orb, where αi,orb is the sum of the Ω(S,M)-orbit of αi. For
α ∈ R(S,G) r R(S,M) let αeq be the sum of the members of its equivalence
class. �

Lemma 6.2. 1. This equivalence relation is invariant under Ω(S,G) and sat-
isfies Assumption 5.8.

2. For any α ∈ R(S,G) rR(S,M) we have αeq ∈ X∗(Mder).

3. The set

R(Mrad, G) = {αeq|α ∈ R(S,G) rR(S,M)} ⊂ X∗(Mrad). (6.1)

is Σ-invariant and independent of the choice of S.

4. Let ∆(S,G) be a set of simple roots for G that contains a set of simple
roots for M . The resulting gauge p : R(S,G) r R(S,M) → {±1} is con-
stant on equivalence classes.

�

Proof. The fact that the equivalence relation is invariant under Σ and Ω(S,M)
is immediate from its definition. We have αeq ∈ X∗(S)Ω(S,M) = X∗(Mrad). The
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Σ-invariance of R(Mrad, G) follows from the Σ-invariance of the equivalence
relation. The independence of S follows from the fact that any two choices
S1, S2 are conjugate by some m ∈ M and the isomorphism Ad(m) : S1 → S2

identifies the sets R(Si, G) rR(Si,M) and the equivalence relations placed on
them, and commutes with the maps to Mrad.

Consider a set of simple roots ∆(S,G) for G that contains a set of simple
roots for M . Let η ∈ X∗(S/Z(G)) ⊗ R denote a regular element in the corre-
sponding acute Weyl chamber. Then the gauge p is given by p(α) = sgn(〈η, α〉).
The action of Ω(S,M) preserves the set of positive roots in R(S,G) r R(S,M)
and therefore for any α ∈ R(S,G)rR(S,M) the sign of the non-zero real num-
ber 〈η, wα〉 is independent of w ∈ Ω(S,M). It follows that 〈η, αorb〉 is non-zero
and has the same sign as 〈η, α〉, and hence 〈η, αeq〉 is also non-zero and has the
same sign as 〈η, α〉. In particular, we conclude that αeq 6= 0, which is one part
of Assumption 5.8.

To complete the proof of Assumption 5.8, let αeq = βeq. Since αorb and αeq
are positive real multiples of each other and the analogous assertion is true for
β we see that αorb and βorb are positive multiples of each other, but then by
definition α and β are equivalent. �

Remark 6.3. The reason for defining the equivalence relation in this slightly
more complicated way instead of simply declaring two roots as equivalent if
they lie in the same Ω(S,M)-orbit is that the latter definition will generally not
satisfy Assumption 5.8. There are examples of a equivalence classes containing
more than one Ω(S,M)-orbit, see §6.4. �

Lemma 6.4. Let ξ : G∗ → G be an inner twist with G∗ quasi-split and let
M ⊂ G be a twisted Levi subgroup. After conjugation by G∗(F s) we can
arrange that the subgroup M∗ = ξ−1(M) is defined over F (hence is a twisted
Levi subgroup of G∗) and quasi-split. The restriction ξ : M∗ → M is an inner
twist. �

Proof. Let TM ⊂ M be a maximal torus, and let ZM ⊂ TM be the connected
center of M . Then ZM is a subtorus of TM defined over F and M is the central-
izer of ZM . The torus TM transfers to G∗, i.e. after conjugating ξ by an element
of G∗(F s) the preimage T 1

M = ξ−1(TM ) is defined over F and ξ restricts to an
isomorphism T 1

M → TM defined over F . In particular ξ−1σ(ξ) is realized by
conjugation by an element of T 1

M . Transport ZM by ξ and take its centralizer
in G∗, calling it M1. Then M1 is defined over F and ξ : M1 → M is an in-
ner twist. Let t1 ∈ ZM1(F ) be a regular element, so that M1 is the centralizer
of t1. According to [Kot82, Lemma 3.3] there exists a stable conjugate t∗ of t1

whose centralizer inG∗ is quasi-split. LetM∗ be the centralizer of t∗ and apply
[Kot82, Lemma 3.2]. �

Fact 6.5. In the setting of above lemma, ξ induces an isomorphism M∗rad →
Mrad defined over F that identifies R(M∗rad, G

∗) with R(Mrad, G). �

We now proceed to study L-embeddings LM → LG. The above Lemma al-
lows us to assume that G and M are quasi-split. Let (TM , BM ) and (TG, BG) be
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Borel pairs inM andG respectively. Choose g ∈ G s.t. TM = gTGg
−1 andBM ⊂

gBGg
−1. Then the simple roots ∆(TM , BM ) are a subset of g∆(TG, BG)g−1. Let

σM,G ∈ Ω(TG, G) be the element g−1σ(g).
Consider a pinned dual group (Ĝ, T̂ , B̂, {Xα∨}) forG. There exists a unique

standard Levi subgroup M̂ of Ĝ in the conjugacy class determined byM . Its set
of simple roots ∆(T̂ , M̂) is the subset dual to g−1∆(TM , BM )g ⊂ ∆(TG, G) =

∆(T̂ , Ĝ)∨. For σ ∈ Γ let σG denote the pinned action of σ on Ĝ. The set
∆(T̂ , M̂), and hence also the group M̂ , will in general not be σG-stable. Using
the identification Ω(T̂ , Ĝ) = Ω(TG, G) we obtain the element σM,G ∈ Ω(T̂ , Ĝ).
The set of simple roots ∆(T̂ , Ĝ) is no longer stable under the twisted action
σM,GoσG, but its subset ∆(T̂ , M̂) is. Thus M̂ is stable under the twisted action
n(σM,G) o σG, where n(. . . ) is the Tits lift relative to the chosen pinning. By
[Spr81, 11.2.11] this action preserves the pinning of M̂ inherited from that of
Ĝ and hence would give an L-action if the map σ 7→ n(σM,G) o σG were mul-
tiplicative. Thus we are looking for a 1-cochain q of Γ or W , valued in Z(M̂),
so that q(σ)n(σM,G) o σ is multiplicative. Since q takes values in Z(M̂) it acts
trivially on the pinning of M̂ , so q(σ)n(σM,G) o σ still preserves the pinning.
Being in addition multiplicative, we see that

M̂ oWF → ĜoWF , (m,w) 7→ m · q(w)n(σM,G) o σG (6.2)

is an L-embedding, where σ ∈ Γ is the image of w.
We will now show that q can be constructed explicitly by choosing χ-data

for R(Mrad, G). The torus dual to Mrad is the complex torus Z(M̂)◦ equipped
with the action of Γ where σ ∈ Γ acts as σM,GoσG. We think of the equivalence
relation of Definition 6.1 as an equivalence relation on R∨(T̂ , Ĝ) r R∨(T̂ , M̂)

via the isomorphism dual to Ad(g) : TG → TM and the identification T̂G = T̂ .
The failure of multiplicativity of σ 7→ n(σM,G)o σG is measured by the Tits

cocycle tp:

n(σM,G) o σG · n(τM,G) o τG = tp(σ, τ) · n((στ)M,G) o (στ)G,

given by tp(σ, τ) = λσ,τ (−1), where λσ,τ is the sum of elements of R∨(T̂ , Ĝ) =
R(TG, G) in the set

Λσ,τ = {α > 0, (σM,GσG)−1α < 0, (σM,GσGτM,GτG)−1α > 0}.

Lemma 6.6. λσ,τ is equal to the sum of the elements of the subset

Λeq
σ,µ = {αeq > 0, (σM,GσG)−1αeq < 0, (σM,GσGτM,GτG)−1αeq > 0}

of R(Mrad, G), where αeq > 0 means that the scalar product of αeq with an arbi-
trary regular element of the acute Weyl chamber determined by B̂ is positive.
�
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Proof. By Lemma 6.2 we know that the equivalence relation of Definition 6.1
satisfies Assumptions 5.8 and moreover the gauge determined by B̂ is constant
on equivalence classes. Thus the claim was proved in Construction 5.15. �

This lemma implies that tp(σ, τ) ∈ Z(M̂)◦ and furthermore that the choice
of χ-data for R(Mrad, G) leads to a 1-cochain q ∈ C1(W,Z(M̂)◦) making (6.2)
into an L-embedding.

6.2 Factoring the L-embedding of a maximal torus through a twisted Levi
subgroup

Let now M ⊂ G be a twisted Levi subgroup and S ⊂ M a maximal torus. We
have X∗(Mrad) ⊂ X∗(S). We put on R(S,G) r R(S,M) ⊂ X∗(S) the equiva-
lence relation of Definition 6.1. This equivalence relation satisfies Assumption
5.8 by Lemma 6.2. We have the subset R(Mrad, G) ⊂ X∗(Mrad) of (6.1). Choose
a set χeq of χ-data for R(Mrad, G) and let χ = infχeq be its inflation as in Def-
inition 5.19, a set of χ-data on R(S,G) r R(S,M). Choose a set of χ-data for
R(S,M), thereby obtaining a set of χ-data for R(S,G). Let LjS,G : LS → LG,
LjS,M : LS → LM , and LjM,G : LM → LG be the L-embeddings obtained from
these sets of χ-data. Each L-embedding is well-defined up to conjugation (by
M̂ or Ĝ respectively, depending on its target).

Proposition 6.7. Up to conjugation by Ĝ we have

LjM,G ◦ LjS,M = LjS,G.

�

Proof. Since S transfers to the quasi-split form of M we reduce by Lemma 6.4
to the case that both G and M are quasi-split. Choose Borel pairs (TM , BM )
and (TG, BG), an element g ∈ G with Ad(g)TG = TM and Ad(g)BG ⊃ BM ,
and an element m ∈ M with Ad(m)TM = S. This gives elements σS,G =
g−1m−1σ(m)σ(g) ∈ Ω(TG, G), σS,M = m−1σ(m) ∈ Ω(TM ,M), and σM,G =
g−1σ(g) ∈ Ω(TG, G). Thus σS,G = g−1σS,Mg · σM,G. We identify σS,M with
g−1σS,Mg ∈ Ω(TG, G) and then have σS,G = σS,M · σM,G. As in §6.1 we fix a
pinning (T̂ , B̂, {Xα∨}) for Ĝ and let M̂ be the unique standard Levi subgroup
in the Ĝ-conjugacy class determined by M .

Write LjM,G(w) = q(w)n(σM,G) o σG, LjS,G(w) = rS,G(w)n(σS,G) o σG,
and LjS,M (w) = rS,M (w)n(σS,M ) o σM . Then we have LjM,G ◦ LjS,M (w) =

rS,M (w)n(σS,M )q(w)n(σM,G) o σG. Recalling that q takes values in Z(M̂) we
can move it past n(σS,M ). Furthermore, since σS,M preserves the set of posi-
tive roots in R(TG, G) r R(TG,M

g), while σM,GσG preserves the set of posi-
tive roots in R(TG,M

g), with Mg = g−1Mg, [LS87, Lemma 2.1.A] implies that
n(σS,M )n(σM,G) = n(σS,MσM,G) = n(σS,G). We conclude LjM,G ◦ LjS,M (w) =
rS,M (w)q(w)n(σS,G)oσG. The two L-embeddings LjM,G ◦LjS,M (w) and LjS,G
thus differ by the 1-cocycle rS,M (w)q(w)rS,G(w)−1 and our goal is to show that
it is cohomologically trivial.
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Recall rS,G(w) is a product taken over the Σ-orbits inR(S,G). The 1-cochain
rS,M (w) is a sub-product, taken over those Σ-orbits that lie in R(S,M). Let-
ting rM,G(w) be the product over R(S,G) r R(S,M) our 1-cocycle becomes
q(w)rM,G(w)−1. The cohomological triviality of this 1-cocycle is asserted in
Proposition 5.16, which we apply to the epimorphism S →Mrad. �

6.3 The canonical double cover of a twisted Levi subgroup

Let M ⊂ G be a twisted Levi subgroup and let R(Mrad, G) be the finite Σ-
invariant subset defined in (6.1). It does not contain 0 and leads to a double
cover Mrad(F )±.

Definition 6.8. 1. The double cover M(F )± is the pull-back of M(F ) →
Mrad(F )←Mrad(F )±.

2. The L-group LM± of M(F )± is the push-out of M̂ ← Z(M̂)◦ → LM rad,±.
�

Lemma 6.9. Let S ⊂M be a maximal torus. Let S(F )± be the double cover for
the finite set R(S,G) r R(S,M) ⊂ X∗(S). The inclusion S(F ) → M(F ) lifts
naturally to a homomorphism S(F )± →M(F )±. �

Proof. Proposition 5.16 gives a lifting S(F )± → Mrad(F )± of the natural map
S(F )→Mrad(F ). The map S(F )± →Mrad(F )± →Mrad(F ) is equal to the map
S(F )± → S(F ) → M(F ) → Mrad(F ), so these two maps induce the desired
map S(F )± →M(F )±. �

Lemma 6.10. Let S ⊂ M be a maximal torus. Let S(F )± be the double cover
for the finite set R(S,G) ⊂ X∗(S).

1. The canonical Ĝ-conjugacy class of embeddings M̂ → Ĝ extends canoni-
cally to Ĝ-conjugacy class of L-embeddings LM± → LG.

2. The canonical M̂ -conjugacy class of embeddings Ŝ → M̂ extends canon-
ically to a M̂ -conjugacy class of L-embeddings LS± → LM±.

3. The Ĝ-conjugacy class of L-embeddings LS± → LG factors as the com-
position LS± → LM± → LG of the two L-embeddings described in the
preceding two points.

�

Proof. In this proof we will use the same set-up as in the proof of Proposition
6.7, so we refer the reader to the first paragraph of that proof rather than re-
peating it.

Let tM,G, tS,M , and tS,G be the Tits cocycles for the maps sending σ to
n(σM,G), n(σS,M ), and n(σS,G), respectively. The embeddings LM± → LG,
LS± → LM±, and LS± → LG are then given by

M̂ �tM,G Γ→ Ĝo Γ,m� σ 7→ m · n(σM,G) o σG,
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Ŝ �tS,G Γ→ M̂ �tM,G Γ, s� σ 7→ s · n(σS,M ) � σG,

Ŝ �tS,G Γ→ Ĝo Γ, s� σ 7→ s · n(σS,G) o σG.

The first formula is the same as (6.2), but with the 1-cochain q removed. The
other two are as in (4.1).

The fact that the first of these is indeed a group homomorphism follows
from the computation tM,G(σ, τ) = (−1)λσ,τ with λσ,τ as in §6.1 and Lemma
6.6. This embedding depends only on the choice of pinning of Ĝ, and since
two pinnings are Ĝ-conjugate, so are the resulting L-embeddings. The fact
that the third is group homomorphisms was already discussed in §4.1. The fact
that the second is a group homomorphism follows from the same argument
combined with the observation tS,G = tS,M · tM,G. This observation follows
from the equation n(σS,M ) · n(σM,G) = n(σS,G) also recorded in the proof of
Proposition 6.7. That latter equation also implies that the composition of the
first two embeddings equals the third embedding. �

Fact 6.11. The Weil forms of LM± and LM are non-canonically isomorphic.
More precisely, let (χαeq) be a set of χ-data for R(Mrad, G) and let q be the cor-
responding 1-cochain as in §6.1. Then

M̂ oW → M̂ �tM,G W, mo w 7→ m · q(w) � w

is an L-isomorphism. �

Remark 6.12. Assume given a bijection between L-parameters ϕ : W ′ → LM
and L-packets for M(F ). Assume further this bijection is compatible with
twists by co-central characters. Then one obtains a bijection between L-pa-
rameters ϕ : W ′ → LM± and L-packets of genuine representations of M(F )±
as follows: Choose a set of χ-data for R(Mrad, G). We obtain a genuine charac-
ter χM of Mrad(F )± which we can pull back to a genuine character of M(F )±.
Via the isomorphism of Fact 6.11 we obtain from a given ϕ : W ′ → LM±
an L-packet Πϕ on M(F ). Tensoring each member of Πϕ with χM we obtain
a genuine representation of M(F )±. The set of these forms the L-packet Π±ϕ
on M(F )±. The compatibility of the assumed correspondence for M with co-
central characters implies that Π±ϕ depends only on ϕ and not on the chosen
χ-data. �

Remark 6.13. Assume that there is a correspondence assigning to a pair (S, θ)
of a maximal torus S ⊂ G and a genuine character θ : S(F )± → C×, subject
to certain conditions, a representation π of G(F ), as suggested in §4.3. As-
sume further that the same holds for M . The factorization of L-embeddings
of Lemma 6.10 suggests that there should be a parallel correspondence that
assings to a pair (S, θ), where S ⊂ G is a maximal torus that lies in M and θ
is a genuine character of S(F )±, a genuine representation of the double dover
M(F )±.

This is easy to see formally. Since we are now dealing with different Σ-
invariant finite sets we will use them as subscripts to distinguish the various
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double covers. Thus we have a maximal torus S ⊂M and e genuine character
θ : S(F )R(S,G) → C× and want to assign to them a genuine representation
π± of M(F )R(Mrad,G). Such representations are classified as follows. Choose a
genuine character χ : Mrad(F )R(Mrad,G) → C× and inflate it to M(F )R(Mrad,G).
Then π := π± ⊗ χ−1 is a representation inflated from M(F ). The pair (π, χ)
determines π±, but is not determined by it. Another pair determining the same
π± is of the form (π ⊗ δ, χδ−1) for a character δ : Mrad(F )→ C×. Now say that
π corresponds to (S, θ0) with θ0 : S(F )R(S,M) → C× genuine. Then π± is
determined, and conversely determines, the torus S and a geniune character
of the pull-back of

S(F )R(S,M) → S(F )→Mrad(F )←Mrad(F )R(Mrad,G).

This pull-back is an extension of S(F ) by {±1}2 and a genuine character is one
that maps both (−1, 1) and (1,−1) to −1. According to Fact 5.14 this pull-back
is canonically isomorphic to the pull-back of

S(F )R(S,M) → S(F )← S(F )R(S,G)rR(S,M),

whose quotient by the diagonal copy of {±1} equals S(F )R(S,G). �

6.4 Examples

In this subsection we shall present a few examples of root systems with Γ-
action and an equivalence relation satisfying Assumption 5.8. All examples
are for a group of type Cn and the equivalence relation comes via Definition
6.1 from the maximal Levi subsystem An−1. The purpose of these examples is
to illustrate the phenomenon of an equivalence class of roots containing multi-
ple orbits under the Weyl group of the Levi subgroup, as well as roots that are
either asymmetric or unramified symmetric whose equivalence class is rami-
fied symmetric.

In the examples below, we represent the system Cn as in [Bou02]. That is, it
is the subset of Zn consisting of±ei±ej with i 6= j and±2ei, where {e1, . . . , en}
is the standard basis of Zn. The subsystemAn−1 consists of ei−ej for i 6= j. We
shall denote these systems by RG and RM , respectively, and their Weyl groups
by ΩG and ΩM , respectively. There is a natural choice of positive roots in Cn,
namely ei±ej with i < j and 2ei. We will only consider these in our discussion.

Example 6.14. Consider first C3 and its maximal Levi subsystem A2. The posi-
tive roots inRGrRM are 2e1, 2e2, 2e3, which form a single ΩM -orbit, as well as
e1+e2, e1+e3, e2+e3, which form a second orbit. Both of these orbits contribute
the same αorb, namely 2(e1 + e2 + e3). We thus have a single equivalence class
consisting of two ΩM -orbits. We have Req = {±αeq}with αeq = 4(e1 + e2 + e3).

We shall consider the automorphism s(a, b, c) = (−c,−b,−a) of Z3. It be-
longs to ΩG and preserves the Levi subsystem. Let $ be the square root of
a uniformizer and η the square root of a non-square unit. Then F (η,$) is a
biquadratic extension of F with Galois group Γ = (Z/2Z)2 generated by two
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elements s, f , where s acts as above and generates the inertia subgroup. Over
F (η) the Levi subsystem is a quasi-split twisted Levi subsystem, of type A(2)

2 ,
i.e. representing the group U(1, 1). The transposition (1, 3) belongs to ΩM and
is s-fixed. We let f act by it. The action of Γ on Z3 obtained this way is aniso-
tropic.

The element αeq is obviously symmetric, and we have Γαeq = 〈f〉 and
Γ±αeq = Γ = 〈s, f〉. So Feq = F ($) and F±eq = F , which is a ramified ex-
tension.

Since sf acts as −1, all roots are symmetric. For α being one of 2e1, 2e3,
e1 + e2 or e2 + e3 we have Γα = {1} and Γ±α = 〈sf〉, thus Fα = F (η,$) and
F±α = F (η ·$), which is an unramified quadratic extension. For α = e1 + e3

or 2e2 we get Γα = 〈f〉 and Γ±α = Γ, so Fα = F ($) and F±α = F , which is a
ramified extension. �

Example 6.15. Next consider C4 and its maximal Levi subsystemA3. The roots
in RG r RM are 2ei, which form a single ΩM -orbit and contribute 2(e1 + e2 +
e3 + e4), and the roots ei + ej , which form a second ΩM -orbit and contribute
3(e1 + e2 + e3 + e4). Therefore we have one equivalence class consisting of two
ΩM -orbits, and two two orbits have distinct αorb. Again Req = {±αeq}, now
with αeq = 5(e1 + e2 + e3 + e4).

We take again s(a, b, c, d) = (−d,−c,−b,−a). The subgroup of ΩM = S4

consisting of s-fixed points is given by (Z/2Z)2 o S2, where the basis ε1, ε2 ∈
(Z/2Z)2 acts by ε1(a, b, c, d) = (d, b, c, a), ε2(a, b, c, d) = (a, c, b, d) and the trans-
position (1, 2) ∈ S2 acts as (a, b, c, d) 7→ (b, a, d, c).

There are three possibilities for f that would give an anisotropic action of
Γ on Z4, namely (1, 1, id), or (1, 0, (1, 2)), or (0, 1, (1, 2)). We let f be one of the
latter two possibilities. The Galois picture ends up being similar as above, with
the slight variation that f now has order 4. More precisely, take a fourth root η
of a non-square prime-to-p root of unity and a square root $ of a uniformizer,
and let F (η,$) be the extension of degree 8 with Γ = 〈f, s〉. For any α except
e1 + e4 or e2 + e3 we have Γα = {1} and Γ±α = 〈f2s〉, so Fα = F (η,$) and
F±α = F (η ·$). Since (ηϕ)2 = η2π, we see F ((η$)2) is a degree 2 unramified
extension of F , and F (η$) is a degree 2 ramified extension of F ((η$)2). In total
F (η$) is a degree 4 extension of F of ramification degree 2, and the extension
Fα/F±α is unramified quadratic. On the other hand, for α = e1 + e4, e2 + e3

we have Γα = 〈f2〉 and Γ±α = 〈f2, s〉, so Fα = F (η2, $) and F±α = F (η2), this
being a ramified extension.

Turning to Req = {±αeq}, we have Γeq = 〈f〉 and Γ±eq = Γ, so Feq = F ($)
and F±eq = F , a ramified extension.

�

Example 6.16. Next consider C6 with maximal Levi subsystem A5. There are
gain two ΩM -orbits inRGrRM , one containing all 2ei and giving αorb = 2

∑
ei,

and one containing all ei + ej and giving αorb = 5
∑
ei. Again Req = {±αeq},

now with αeq = 7
∑
ei

Here we shall see all three possibilities: a ramified symmetric equivalence
class having members that are ramified symmetric, unramified symmetric, and
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asymmetric. We take again s(a1, . . . , a6) = (−a6, . . . ,−a1). Then the Levi sub-
system is A(2)

5 and so represents ramified U(3, 3). The group of s-fixed points
in ΩM is (Z/2Z)3 o S3. We choose for f the product of a negative 2-cycle and a
negative 1-cycle, i.e. f(b1, b2, b3) = (−b2, b1,−b3). In terms of the absolute root
system, this is f(a1, . . . , a6) = (a5, a1, a4, a3, a6, a2). We are interested in what
elements of RG rRM are symmetric, what the corresponding subgroups of Γ,
and whether Fα/F±α is ramified or not. This is given by the following table:

α Γα Γ±α Fα F±α r/u
{e1 + e6, e2 + e5}, {e3 + e4} 〈f2〉 〈f2, s〉 F (η2, $) F (η2) r
{e1 + e2, e1 + e5, e2 + e6, e5 + e6} {1} 〈f2 · s〉 F (η,$) F (η ·$) u
{2e1, 2e2, 2e5, 2e6} {1} 〈f2 · s〉 F (η,$) F (η ·$) u
{2e3, 2e4} 〈f2〉 〈f · s〉 F (η2, $) F (η2 ·$) u

where we have combined in curly braces the roots belonging to the same Galois
orbit.

The roots e1 + e3, e1 + e4, e2 + e3, e2 + e4, e3 + e5, e3 + e6, e4 + e5, e4 + e6,
are asymmetric, with Γα = {1}, so Fα = F (η,$). They form a single Σ-orbit
consisting of two Γ-orbits, namely {e1 + e3, e2 + e4, e3 + e6, e4 + e5} and {e4 +
e6, e3 + e5, e1 + e4, e2 + e3}.

The element αeq is symmetric, with Γeq = 〈f〉 and Γ±eq = Γ, hence Feq =
F ($) and F±eq = F . �

Appendix

A FROBENIUS RECIPROCITY

Let ∆ ⊂ Γ be two finite groups, X a Z[∆]-module, and Y and Z[Γ]-module. We
consider

IndΓ
∆X = {f : Γ→ X|f(δγ) = δf(γ)}.

We have the ∆-equivariant maps

X → IndΓ
∆X → X,

the first sending x ∈ X to

fx(γ) =

{
γx , γ ∈ ∆

0 , γ /∈ ∆

and the second sending f to f(1). Their composition is the identity. In particu-
lar, the first is injective and the second surjective.

The first Frobenius reciprocity isomorphism is

HomΓ(Y, IndΓ
∆X)↔ Hom∆(Y,X).

An element Φ on the left is related to an element ϕ on the right by ϕ(y) =
Φ(y)(1) and Φ(y)(γ) = ϕ(γy).
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The second Frobenius reciprocity isomorphism is

HomΓ(IndΓ
∆X,Y )↔ Hom∆(X,Y ).

An element Φ on the left is related to an element ϕ on the right by ϕ(x) = Φ(fx)
and Φ(f) =

∑
τ∈∆\Γ τ

−1ϕ(f(τ)). Note that each summand depends only on
the coset τ , not an individual representative of it, and is thus well-defined.

In checking that the maps of the second Frobenius reciprocity isomorphism
are inverse to each other, the following identity is used: γ−1ff(γ) = f · 1∆γ .

There is a different presentation for IndΓ
∆X . Choose a set of representatives

(γ1, . . . , γk) for ∆ \ Γ. Then

IndΓ
∆X → X [Γ:∆], f 7→ (f(γ1), . . . , f(γk))

is an isomorphism of Z-modules. To see what Γ-action on the target makes it
equivariant, introduce the function

{1, . . . , k} × Γ→ ∆× {1, . . . , k}, (i, γ) 7→ (γi(γ), iγ), γi · γ = γi(γ) · γiγ

and then see that the action of Γ on the right is by

γ · (x1, . . . , xk) = (γ1(γ) · x1γ , . . . , γk(γ) · xkγ ).

B COMPARISON WITH GROUPS OF TYPE L

In this appendix we review and reinterpret material from a set of informal
notes called “groups of type L” by Gross, that were created in 2008 and cir-
culated privately. The aim is to generalize the construction of Adams-Vogan of
the “universal extension” of a real torus, its various E-groups and the associ-
ated local Langlands correspondences [AV92, §5]. We will see that this works
under a rather strict assumption on the torus and that some important spe-
cial cases which satisfy this assumption can be used to shed new light on the
computations of Langlands-Shelstad that we have used in this paper.

B.1 Groups of type L

We begin by reviewing the material from Gross’ notes. This material has also
been reviewed in [AR16, §5].

Consider an algebraic torus S defined over F with complex dual torus Ŝ.
Let E/F be the splitting extension of S. In this subsection we make the follow-
ing

Assumption B.1. The norm map S(E)→ S(F ) is surjective. �

This leads to the exact sequence

1→ Ĥ−1(ΓE/F , S(E))→ S(E)

IS(E)
→ S(F )→ 1, (B.1)
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where IS(E) = 〈x−1σ(x)|x ∈ S(E), σ ∈ ΓE/F 〉 is the augmentation submodule
of S(E) for the action of ΓE/F .

Gross’ observation is that characters of S(E)/IS(E) are parameterized by
“Langlands parameters” valued in the various extensions of ΓE/F by Ŝ. More
precisely, we have the following

Proposition B.2. 1. There is a natural bijection between H2(ΓE/F , Ŝ) and
the Pontryagin dual of the finite abelian group Ĥ−1(ΓE/F , S(E)).

2. Let c : Ĥ−1(ΓE/F , S(E)) → C× be a character corresponding to an ele-
ment of H2(ΓE/F , Ŝ) and let

1→ Ŝ → S → ΓE/F → 1. (B.2)

be an extension corresponding to that element. There is a natural bi-
jection between the set of Ŝ-conjugacy classes of continuous L-homo-
morphisms W → S and the set of c-genuine continuous characters of
S(E)/IS(E).

�

Remark B.3. The extension (B.2) is is what Gross calls a group of type L, and
what Adams-Vogan call an E-group in [AV92, Definition 5.9]. �

Proof. We first claim that the sequence

0→ H1(WF , Ŝ)→ H1(WE , Ŝ)ΓE/F → H2(ΓE/F , Ŝ)→ 0 (B.3)

is exact, where the first map is restriction, and the second is transgression. In-
deed, this is a piece of the inflation-restriction exact sequence for WE ⊂ WF ,
which gives exactness in the middle. Exactness on the right is due to [Lan79,
Lemma 4]. Exactness on the left is due inflation being dual to the norm S(E)→
S(F ), which is assumed surjective.

Since the first map of (B.3) is dual to the second map in (B.1), we conclude
that the third term in (B.3) is dual to the first term in (B.1). This proves the first
part of the proposition.

The second part of the proposition follows immediately from the fact that
the fiber of the second map in (B.3) over a given class inH2(ΓE/F , Ŝ) is in natu-
ral bijection with the set of L-homomorphisms WF → S, where S is the exten-
sion (B.2) corresponding to that class. We can be more explicit: Given a contin-
uous ΓE/F -equivariant homomorphism ϕE : WE → Ŝ choose arbitrarily an ex-
tension of ϕE to a continuous map ϕF : WF → Ŝ s.t. ϕF (ww′) = ϕE(w)ϕF (w′)

for w ∈ WE and w′ ∈ WF . Let z ∈ Z2(ΓE/F , Ŝ) be its differential. It represents
the image of ϕE under the transgression map. Then w 7→ ϕF (w)�w is a homo-
morphism from WF to the twisted product Ŝ �z ΓE/F , which is an extension
of ΓE/F by Ŝ in the isomorphism class specified by the cohomology class of z.
Regarding well-definedness, please note the following remark. �
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Remark B.4. A subtle but important point emphasized in [AV92] is that the
L-group of a torus S is not simply a split extension of Ŝ by Γ, but rather
such an extension equipped with an Ŝ-conjugacy class of splittings. Similarly,
an E-group in their terminology is not just an extension of Ŝ by Γ, but one
equipped with a Ŝ-conjugacy class of set-theoretic splittings. Our assumption
on the surjectivity of the norm S(E) → S(F ) is equivalent to the vanishing of
Ĥ0(ΓE/F , S(E)), which by [Tat66] is isomorphic to Ĥ−2(ΓE/F , X∗(S)), which
is dual to H2(ΓE/F , X∗(Ŝ)), which is isomorphic to H1(ΓE/F , Ŝ). Therefore,
there is a unique Ŝ-conjugacy class of set-theoretic splittings for any extension
of ΓE/F by Ŝ. Equivalently, specifying an isomorphism class of an extension is
the same as specifying the extension itself up to Ŝ-conjugacy. �

Remark B.5. There is an alternative way to specify an isomorphism between
H2(ΓE/F , Ŝ) and the dual of Ĥ−1(ΓE/F , S(E)), namely by composing the iso-
morphism H2(ΓE/F , Ŝ) → H3(ΓE/F , X∗(Ŝ)) coming from the exponential se-
quence with the duality betweenH3(ΓE/F , X∗(Ŝ)) and Ĥ−3(ΓE/F , X∗(S)) and
the isomorphism Ĥ−3(ΓE/F , X∗(S)) → Ĥ−1(ΓE/F , S(E)) due to [Tat66]. We
leave it to the reader to compare this identification with the one of Proposition
B.2. �

Remark B.6. Consider the case F = R. Given a torus S we have the exponen-
tial exact sequence

0→ X∗(S)→ X∗(S)⊗Z C→ X∗(S)⊗Z C× → 1

which realizes X∗(S)⊗Z C = Lie(S) as the universal cover of S(C) and X∗(S)
as the fundamental group. Adams and Vogan consider [AV92, (5.3b)]

S(R)∼ = {x ∈ X∗(S)⊗Z C| exp(2πix) ∈ S(R)}/(1− σ)X∗(S)

which fits into the exact sequence

0→ X∗(S)

(1− σ)X∗(S)
→ S(R)∼ → S(R)→ 1

that they call “the universal extension” of S(R). Note that we are using the
map exp(2πix), while they are using the map exp(x), which accounts for the
slight disagreement of notation. They show that an extension

1→ Ŝ → S → Γ→ 1

equipped with a set-theoretic splitting s gives a character cs of X∗(S)/(1 −
σ)X∗(S), and cs-genuine characters of S(R)∼ are in 1-1 correspondence with
L-parameters valued in S.

If S is an anisotropic torus then the norm map S(C) → S(R) is surjec-
tive, so Proposition B.2 can be applied. Furthermore Ĥ−1(Γ, S) = H1(Γ, S) =
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H−1(Γ, X∗(S)) = H0(Γ, X∗(S)) = X∗(S)/(1 − σ)X∗(S), where we have used
the periodicity of cohomology for cyclic groups, the Tate isomorphism, and
the anisotropicity of S. In this way Proposition B.2 recovers the construction of
Adams-Vogan.

If S is split then the norm map S(C) → S(R) is no longer surjective, so
Proposition B.2 does not apply. We have H2(Γ, Ŝ) = 0, so up to equivalence
there is no non-trivial extension of Γ by Ŝ. But if we consider an actual such
extension equipped with a set-theoretic splitting we obtain not just an element
of H2(Γ, Ŝ), but an element of Z2(Γ, Ŝ). A very special feature of F = R is that
Γ is finite cyclic with canonical generator, so there is a canonical element of
Z2(Γ,Z) and cup product with this element gives an isomorphism Z0(Γ, Ŝ)→
Z2(Γ, Ŝ). Now Z0(Γ, Ŝ) = H0(Γ, Ŝ) is dual to H0(Γ, X∗(S)) = X∗(S) and
hence we obtain a character of X∗(S). The universal extension is

0→ X∗(S)→ S(R)∼ → S(R)→ 1.

Thus the construction of Adams-Vogan and the construction presented here
diverge.

It is not clear if the construction of Adams-Vogan can be performed in the
p-adic case. The crucial isomorphism Z2(Γ, Ŝ)→ Z0(Γ, Ŝ), which relied on the
fact that Γ is cyclic with canonical generator, is no longer given. �

Example B.7. We give here an example of an anisotropic torus over F = Qp for
which the norm map S(E)→ S(F ) is not surjective, where E/F is the splitting
extension.

Consider F = Qp with 4|(p − 3). The unramified quadratic extension of
F is generated by a fourth root of unity ζ4 . Choose a fourth root $ of p and
let E± = Qp(

√
p), E+ = Qp($) and E = Qp($, ζ4). Then E±/F is ramified

quadratic, E+/E± is also ramified quadratic, and E is the normal closure of
E+. Let S be the restriction of scalars from E± to F of the one-dimensional
anisotropic torus defined over E± and split over E+. Then S is anisotropic and
its splitting extension is E/F .

The map x/x̄ from E+ to E1
+ is surjective and the preimage of −1 consists

of elements of E+ of odd valuation. No such element is in the image of the
norm map E → E+. Since S(E) is a product of copies of E× and the norm
map S(E)→ S(F ) is made of compositions of the norm map E → E+ and the
map E+ → E1

+, we see that −1 ∈ E1
+ = S(F ) is not in the image of the norm

map S(E)→ S(F ). �

B.2 One-dimensional anisotropic tori

In this subsection we consider the one-dimensional anisotropic torus S defined
over F and split over a separable quadratic extensionE/F , i.e. S = Res1

E/FGm.
We have Ŝ = C×(−1). The Tate periodicity isomorphism

H2(ΓE/F ,C×(−1)) = Ĥ0(ΓE/F ,C×(−1)) = {±1}
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shows that there are exactly two isomorphism classes of extensions of ΓE/F
– the split extension, i.e. the L-group of S, and a second extension. In fact,
the second extension has a canonical 2-cocycle, namely z ∈ Z2(ΓE/F ,C×(−1))

specified by z(σ, σ) = −1, where σ ∈ ΓE/F is the non-trivial element. Therefore
we have the canonical representative C×(−1) �z ΓE/F of that isomorphism class.

The torus S satisfies Ĥ0(ΓE/F , S(E)) = 0, i.e. Assumption B.1. At the same
time we have Ĥ−1(ΓE/F , S(E)) = F×/NE/F (E×). Therefore the extension
(B.1) becomes, via push-out under κ : F×/NE/F (E×) → {±1}, the double
cover

1→ {±1} → E×/NE/F (E×)→ E1 → 1, (B.4)

where E1 = Ker(NE/F ) and the map E× → E1 is given by x 7→ x/σx. Ac-
cording to Proposition B.2 there is a canonical bijection between L-parameters
valued in C×(−1) �z ΓE/F and genuine characters of this double cover.

Let us examine this bijection more carefully. A genuine character of this
double cover is the same as a character θ of E× that extends κ. In order to
obtain the corresponding L-parameter we follow the proof of Proposition B.2.
Choose an element v1 ∈WE/F rE×. Note that v2

1 ∈ F×rNE/F (E×). Extend θ
to a map WE/F → C× by θ(ev1) = θ(e) for e ∈ E×. The differential of this map
sends (σ, σ) ∈ ΓE/F to θ(v2

1)−1 = κ(v2
1)−1 = −1. Therefore the L-parameter for

θ is the map

WE/F → C× �z ΓE/F , e 7→ θ(e) � 1, ev1 7→ θ(e) � σ. (B.5)

B.3 Induced one-dimensional ansitropic tori

In this subsection we consider the restriction of scalars of a one-dimensional
anisotropic torus. Thus letE±/F be a finite separable extension and letE+/E±
be a quadratic separable extension. Let S = ResE±/FRes1

E+/E±Gm. We have
Ŝ = IndΓF

ΓE±
C×(−1) and X∗(S) = IndΓF

ΓE±
Z(−1).

The splitting field of S is the normal closure E of E+. The norm map
S(E) → S(F ) need not be surjective any more as we saw in Example B.7 so
this situation is not covered by §B.1. But we can extrapolate the results of
§B.2. First, we still have the canonical double cover of S(F ) = E1

+, namely
E×+/NE+/E±(E×+ ), but it is not related any more to S(E). Second, we can de-
fine a suitableL-group for that double cover and obtain a local correspondence.
This is conceptually rather simple – it just involves Shapiro’s lemma, but since
we will be dealing with co-chains rather than cohomology classes we must be
more careful.

We begin by noting that we still have a canonical class in H2(Γ, Ŝ), becase
the latter is canonically isomorphic to H2(ΓE± ,C

×
(−1)) which contains the class

inflated from the unique non-trivial class in H2(ΓE±/E+
,C×(−1)). But there is

no canonical 2-cocycle representing it. Indeed, while the Shapiro isomorphism
H2(ΓE± ,C

×
(−1))→ H2(Γ, Ŝ) is canonical, a presentation for itZ2(ΓE± ,C

×
(−1))→
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Z2(Γ, Ŝ) on the level of cocycles is not. It depends on a choice, which we now
discuss.

There is a canonical element e ∈ X∗(S): it is the unique element supported
on ΓE± and sending the identity in the group to 1 ∈ Z. Its Γ-orbit R is symmet-
ric. The following choices are equivalent:

1. A section s : ΓE± \ ΓF → ΓE+ \ ΓF of the natural projection;

2. a gauge p : R→ {±1}.

The equivalence is by p(s(σ)−1e) = +1. Once this choice is made, we com-
pose s by an arbitrary section ΓE+

\ ΓF → ΓF , define r : ΓF → ΓE± by
σ = r(σ)s(σ), and obtain according to [Kal18, Lemma B.3] the Shapiro map
Z2(ΓE± ,C

×
(−1))→ Z2(Γ, Ŝ) as

Sh z(σ, τ)(a) = r(a)z(r(a)−1r(aσ), r(aσ)−1r(aστ)).

Its restriction to Z2(ΓE±/E+
,C×(−1)) does not depend on the choice of section

ΓE+
\ ΓF → ΓF .

We are particularly interested in the image of the canonical element z ∈
Z2(ΓE±/E+

,C×(−1)). It is given by a function ΓE± \ ΓF → {±1}. Such a func-
tion is determined by its values at elements a with r(a) ∈ ΓE+ , equivalently
p(a−1e) = +1. Let us adopt the notation α > 0 for p(α) = +1. From above
formula we see that Sh z(σ, τ)(a) = −1 if and only if r(aσ) ∈ ΓE± r ΓE+

and
r(aστ) ∈ ΓE+

, equivalently (aσ)−1e < 0 and (aστ)−1e > 0.
We can rewrite Sh z(σ, τ) by using the element (−1)e = e⊗(−1) ∈ X∗(S)⊗Z

C× = Ŝ, i.e. the function ΓE± \ ΓF → {±1} sending the trivial coset to −1 and
all other cosets to 1. In these terms the above formula evaluates to

Sh z(σ, τ) =
∏

a∈ΓE±\ΓF
Sh z(σ,τ)(a)=−1

(−1)δa =
∏

a∈ΓE±\ΓF
a−1e>0

(aσ)−1e<0

(aστ)−1e>0

(−1)a
−1e =

∏
α∈R
α>0

σ−1α<0
(στ)−1α>0

(−1)α.

(B.6)
We now recognize this as the Tits cocycle of Definition 3.8.

Remark B.8. If we change the choice of gauge, the new version of Sh z(σ, τ)
will of course be cohomologous to the old version. But in fact a stronger state-
ment is true – there is a natural element of C1(Γ, Ŝ) whose coboundary relates
the two versions, as observed in [Kal18, Lemma B.4]. Specifying the formula
of that Lemma to the case at hand we obtain the cochain sp/q of [LS87, §2.4]. �

Keeping a gauge p fixed we define the L-group of the double cover of S(F )

to be LS± = Ŝ �tp ΓE/F , where tp is the image of z under the Shapiro map de-
termined by the gauge p. Thus LS± is an extension of ΓE/F by Ŝ equipped
with a set-theoretic splitting, i.e. an E-group for S in the sense of [AV92].
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Since the group H1(ΓE/F , Ŝ) need not vanish any more, specifying this split-
ting gives additional information. A parameter for LS± is now the same as an
element of C1(WF , Ŝ)/B1(WF , Ŝ) whose differential is tp. The Shapiro map
in degree 1, again given by the gauge p, identifies these with the elements of
C1(WE± ,C

×
(−1))/B

1(WE± ,C
×
(−1)) whose differential is the canonical element

z ∈ Z2(ΓE±/E+
,C×(−1)). If θ is a genuine character of E×+/NE+/E±(E×+ ) then

the image of its parameter (B.5) under the Shapiro map in degree 1 is given by∏
a∈ΓE±\ΓF

θ0(r(a)−1r(aσ))δs(a) ,

where θ0 : WE± → C× is an arbitrary extension of θ : WE+
→ C× satisfy-

ing θ0(ww′) = θ(w)θ0(w′) for w ∈ WE+ and w′ ∈ WE± . Of course we have
arranged here that r and s take values in W in place of Γ.

This formula can be rewritten in another form: If w1, . . . , wn are the images
of the section s, v0 = 1, and v1 ∈ WE± r WE+

arbitrary, and we follow the
notation of Lemma 3.16, then we obtain

n∏
i=1

θ(v0(ui(w)))δwi , (B.7)

which is precisely Definition 3.17 in this case.

B.4 General tori

Let us now collect the preceding observations and see how they, applied to
a general torus S equipped with a finite Σ-invariant subset 0 /∈ R ⊂ X∗(S),
motivate the definition of the L-group of its double cover and the L-parameter
of the genuine character χS corresponding to a set of χ-data.

The double cover S(F )± of S(F ) was obtained as the pull-back of S(F ) →∏
SO(F )← (

∏
SO(F ))± and it makes sense to define its L-group as the push-

out of Ŝ ← (
∏
ŜO) → L(

∏
SO)±. Each SO is an induced one-dimensional

anisotropic torus. The L-group of its canonical double cover SO(F )± was dis-
cussed in §B.3 – it is the product of ŜO and Γ twisted by the 2-cocycle (B.6).
Under the map

∏
ŜO → Ŝ dual to S →

∏
SO the image of the product of these

cocycles is precisely the Tits cocycle of Definition 3.8. Thus Definition 3.9 of the
L-group of S(F )± is indeed this pushout.

Consider a set of χ-data (χα). Each χα is a genuine character of the double
cover Sα(F )± and its L-parameter is given by (B.7). We now recognize Defi-
nition 3.17 as image under the pushout map L(

∏
SO)± → LS± of the product

over O of the parameters of these characters.
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